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“I Think Of You”
Wilfred C. Mellers April 3,2002
Reprised Wednesday, March 26,2008
For every time I close my eyes I think of you
I always dream about you for I do love you
For every time I close my eyes I’m in another place
A peaceful place in time and space
Surrounded by your love
You took me places that I’d never been before
Soaring high above the clouds
You’re the one my heart beats for
Now when I am dreaming it’s all about you
I am in a place between time and space
I am dreaming of you tonight
I am holding you close and everything is alright
Cuddle up real close
And let me hold you tight
Even though you’re not here I will dream of you tonight
There’s one thing you must understand
I’m your number one fan
Please let me hold your hand
Let’s take a walk on jet-black sand
Let us start a plan
I will do whatever I can
We’ll never fuss or fight
We will spoon right through the night
Every night I sit home and I’m waiting
For your love is what I’m wanting
I can hear your body calling
In love with you I have fallen
Wilfred Mellers
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A Dream Within A Dream
Have you ever had a dream within a dream that you dreamt about?
I dreamt in my dream that I was laying in the arms of my love
While lying in her arms my head rest gently against her bosoms
I was in a state a calm, bliss, and contentment felt never before
I fell asleep in such comfort made me drift gently away
I cried, in the dream I was dreaming, for such love I have never had since
I woke, in my dream, to be asked what was wrong
Said I, I am fine and drifted away once more asleep
The tears I cried, in the dream I was dreaming, could fill Victory Lake
Once again I awoke to the comforting eyes of the one I loved the most
I felt so alive and prayed that I could remain in her arms eternally
Realizing that I was still asleep I wish my dream would never end
I loved her so much that my words could never spark
I felt at ease laying in my goddess arms
The comfort that rocked my soul so gently I cried
I cried tears of joy for the life I had with her
I
I
I
I

cried
cried
cried
cried

knowing that I would wake from my dream
for the things I miss the most and the way I acted
knowing that this was nothing more than a dream
for I was once so foolish and now I know it

I
I
I
I

cried
cried
cried
cried

for the comfort I had once now lost to time
for the warmth I once had now gone bye
for I realized how good I had it now squandered
know such comfort cost so much

I woke from all dreams lying on the floor
I woke knowing that a love I had was so true so long ago
Laying there thinking that I have some wonderful memories
I know I will love again but a love like that comes only once in a lifetime
Sometimes you never realize a great thing when you have it
The insensitivity that comes from a place of too much comfort
Neglecting the things that means the most
Forgetting to maintain, cherish, and nurture love’s fire
A kindle fire that still burns learns and earns trust
Forget now that life is a dream for all is never as it seems
Never forget to be a lover or someone else will
The same thing it took to get her will be the same thing to keep her
I wish I could dream of her every night for the rest of my life
The bond that binds us reminds us of what we use to be
The links remain and never can be broken by time
My dream was a wonderful dream but not as you are
Wilfred Mellers
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A Father's Cry
Last night I dreamed I cried
Tears flowed like a hurricane far and wide
I woke sad and depressed for things I now regret
A hollowed feeling makes me so upset
A blank face I now put on and wear
I hold back the tears so my children see me not go there
I hurt so much inside to have lost so much so fast
I ponder how long the pain will last
I see the grief in there eyes as they ask me why
No answers for came just a tear from my eye
How, how, how could this be
I have lost the ones most dearest to me
A broken family we are now
And at times I ask myself how
Why did happen to us
To stay to together was a must
What such madness I can’t believe
For all I can do is watch them leave
Iron bird takes them to distant lands
No more we walk and hold hands
No more trips to the mall
Yes my friends I have lost it all
My house is no longer a home
For the first time we are alone
For us this is a major crisis
We could still speak on man-made devices
Might as well you be in outer space
For can’t hold and touch your face
It hurts so much to see you weep
But these words you should keep
Whatever pain, whatever strife
I will continue to love you more than life
The heavens opened to celebrate your birth
No precious medal can attain your worth
A seldom promise I made that day
I would take care of you come what may
No mater where, no matter when
I will be there for you till the bitter end
Please for me don’t you cry
This is not the end nor is it goodbye
For neither wherever you are nor whatever you do
Remember that I will always love you
We will love you just the same and shall not be refrained
For no greater love in this life can ever be attained
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Chin up and cry no longer
For the love I have will continue to grow stronger
You are my life and my link to the future
For you are my son and my loving daughter
Wilfred Mellers
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A JAR OF PEANUT BUTTER
You, Me, And A Jar of Peanut Butter
Friday, April 10,2009
Barren landscape spread shore to shore
Passages opened an unspoiled door
Covered now fertile grounds with peanut butter
Succulent tender treat sounds you now mutter
Cries delight the more you utter
Crazy I know but do I stutter?
Warm yet juicy passion’s pink
Youthful fountains from hence I drink
Dinning on fruits garnished sweet little kitten
Taste no haste love bug now I’ve been bitten
Speaking words I’ve never heard
Singing softly the mocking bird
Peaches delight and O’ so eatable
Quite the storm you are so incredible
I so like the taste of peanut butter
So the much for hearts do flutter
As I rub it on your smooth belly
Added now it too guava jelly
Sandwich made sounding fallacious
Elegant debutant our lady gracious
O’ I love it the peanut butter banquet
Feasting cause wires to short circuit
Clear wrapping covers beautiful flowers
Mine to embrace and massage for hours
Nestled peanut butter between airspace
Extricated by tongue from a secret place
Removed I did from her sweetshop
Finished now I shed a teardrop
Lapped ever morsel up like an animal
Feeding time for this fine young cannibal
Concluded clambake of visitation conjugal transience
Feasted on bounty of such magnificence
How I love to ingest peanut butter
A thought shakes me makes me shutter
Listen up for concise I speak and never I stutter
Zesty, testy, smooth, and creamy peanut butter
Wilfred Mellers
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A LASCIVIOUS EPIC TALE OF A LEWD ENCOUNTER
Written by: Wilfred Charles Mellers, Wednesday, October 14,2009
WARNING: THIS STORY CONTAINS GRAPHIC DEPICTIONS OF SEXUALITY. PARENTAL
DISCRETIONS IS ADVISED. RATE R ® FOR TONGUE BITING CONTENT ©.

Once again I upped the antes
I saw what I wanted in Connie Lingus’s panties
She smiles and also gives me a wink
Looking so precious, fruitful, pretty, and pink

Nice and tasty too
Man! What I wouldn’t do to you
Loose the buckle from the hips
Passionate I with two luscious lips

Supper ate way passed eight
Two lips met one evening late
How high I ride sensations complete
Ms. Connie Lingus’s after-hour treat

The man in the boat caught my eye
Poked and prodded till he ran dry
Not to worry for he wasn’t that way long
Sturdy standing Mr. Oblong strong

Actions gave way to feasting frenzy
Saddled the rider in a one-man posse
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Fingers tear through my Jamaican jersey
Thought I “this bitch was going crazy”

Pulled in tight a sound I couldn’t make
Gasping for air drowning in her lake
While speech apparatus was fully seething
Moment’s laps when I had stopped breathing

Thrust between canyons deep quicken
Survive thought I the chocolate chicken
She yelled out “no more excuses! ”
“Tonight you will be drowned in all my juices”

No longer we on the same wavelength
O’ Lord I cried, give me the power and the strength
Haste not make for you’ve seen nothing yet
If it’s a test you want, a test you’ll get

Foreboding, I started to fret
She will not get the best of me I’ll bet
Is this for real or just some freaky dream?
Plunging ever deeper Connie let’s out a scream

In vernacular words stated obscene
I push further and further in between
She cries out in joy for she needs morphine
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Straight back went Connie’s head
Filled my thoughts with such great dread
Still Connie lay on the ravaged bed
Curiously I look on praying she is not dead

With eagles she lays widely spread
A bird of prey full speed ahead
Periscope up seeking land submariner
Walls caught the gynecological examiner

As Connie screamed with ever delight
No more she wants to see the daylight
Told her I was someone not to be toyed with
Master mechanic I am the blacksmith

Around went her head spinning the rest of the night
Big daddy now wet her sexual appetite
Planks to regions now was sinking
Moments passed she was necking and chinning

Tingling heat felt from head to toe
Warmed moistened sensations from fellatio
Pop goes the weasel my lollipop drop
Wanting desired feelings to never stop
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A smile a grind from ear-to-ear displaying
She realized the contest was not worth winning
No more silken garments laid between us
No doubt the ferocity of the Phallus Induratus

Told her I would live up to the hype
Lying tongue-n-groove to run the pipe
Finished she did playing the bagpipe
Once again I earned another stripe
Wilfred Mellers
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A MILLION YEARS TIMES NINETY-NINE
A Million Years Times Ninety-Nine
Written by: Wilfred Mellers, Monday, October 12,2009
Give to me a few moments to explain
What I feel cannot be contain
You are the finest wine, or perhaps the best champagne
I could stare at you until I experience total eyestrain
I toil in despair from separation anxieties
When you’re not around it seems like centuries
My nights so long, drawn-out, and empty
The clock ticks slowly and hours seems plenty
Your absence causes the greatest of grief
Still is the night for creeps my heart’s thief
All I can think about is only you
I want desperately to hold you too
To
To
To
To

me
me
me
me

what anguish I feel when you are not near
when you are here the world seems clear
I hold you close and so dear
every sense becomes hyper aware

From the highest peak let me exclaim
I love you, I love you, I shall proclaim
I will give away all fortunes and my fame
Ambers sparked the fire red hot is the flame
No matter the question or how it may pertain
A life in love with you and I shall maintain
Ferocious no longer the beast now is tame
The wind carries and whispers only your name
Stricken my eyes for I see now crisscrossed
Scribed your name on my heart now it’s embossed
Exposed I would stand there naked to winter’s blaring frost
No matter the value to have you I would disburse any cost
Fluid my motion for life’s new meaning
Like an infant from the breast I now need weaning
Candles burning, incense, and the table now set
Your love is like the rain for I want to get soaking wet
Thoughts of you and all beautiful things comes to mind
Joy, love, and hope all combined
Flawless and masterfully designed
An elegant rose with tender petals you remind
Eternity I’d spend if only life would permit
My life to you forever more I want to commit
God’s gift so immaculate you are
The brightest star you outshine by far
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My signatures here now placed on this dotted line
I will love you a million years times ninety nine
Wilfred Mellers
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A Moment Passing
Remembering back you dressed in black
Moving and grooving as the bass was pumping
To the bass line Shifting bodies twisting
You moving gracefully still so tastefully
Things that night you never knew
Just how much I wanted you
I in a trance as I watched you dance
Set to motion by circumstance
For a sign I was waiting
Music to my ears was vibrating
You so tall standing there
How I wanted to touch golden hair
Feet to foot and head to toe
Against brown skin you set a glow
Things you didn’t get to know
Into the night you were the star of the show
In my arms wanting you badly
To take you away I’d do gladly
To encourage me to your way
A mere word would’ve made my day
To dance with you from behind
Holding you close as we wind
The way you moved sent shiver down my spine
As you danced to the reggae bass line
Libido running wild as tonic I was drinking
Squeezing you gentle I was thinking
Matters to me became troubling
All I wanted was for us to be bubbling
The rains came and things were not the same
On your way till another day
Hoping I for another rendezvous
For all I want is to get close to you
Standing in socks soaking wet
Festival now I won’t forget
Still I have nothing to regret
At myself only I can be upset
The chance I had came and went
Time I had not diligently spent
Picture this if you will
Palette colors brilliant fill
I a bit over the hill
Sexually charged down my back a chill
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You and I a two-person club
While we frolic in the hot tub
I giving you a sensual back rub
Ever so close encounter we rub a dub
Kissing tenderly as we’re romancing
Imagines of us horizontally dancing
Oh what a day and what a night
As they say in olden days “you’re out of sight! ”
Wilfred Mellers
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A Place In Time
Written by: Wilfred C. Mellers Monday, December 04,2006
I have been to many places
I have known many faces
But I have yet to have met that special someone
I’ve been high and low
Even once my heart was a glow
But no one that’s been the one
I’ve been here and I’ve been there
I have found no one that wants to care
I am still searching for that someone near and dear
I’ve looked around the corner and over the bend
I have still not found a special friend
I’ve met many people that were close
None of them I’ve loved the most
I care for everyone that I have met
Looking back life I can not regret
The feeling of being a pair is still there
Do you really care?
Jump into the fire if you dare
Enter into my world, just walk right in
You will see the places I’ve been
Walk a mile in my shoes
Take a chance if you choose
Take a leap of faith with me
Look into my eyes and you will see
A
A
A
A
A

man
man
man
man
man

that
that
that
that
that

gives himself completely
needs you desperately
will be there not just occasionally
knows responsibility
will never fall for infidelity

A man that will love you down to the bone
A man that would never leave you alone
A man that there through good times or bad
A man that would give you everything he had
To hear your voice makes him exceedingly glad
Now I am a one man show
I hurt more than you’ll ever know
How I would love to see your face a glow
I am sure for me your love would grow
All I need is a chance
I could show you true romance
I could take you places you’ve never been before
I can be the one you adore
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I like to know love before I sleep
For you in my heart I’ll always keep
Leap blindly into the dark
Your fire will give my heart a spark
Let me be your all and all
I will be at your beckon call

Wilfred Mellers
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A Prayer
May the mercy of God shine on you everlasting
May ten thousand doves be released on the day of your passing
In God’s arms you will dwell for he save us from disaster
God is the Sheppard and we sheep’s in his pasture
The gift of life is yours so choose it if you only
You will be left behind sad and lonely
The signs are on your door so why won’t you believe
Open you heart and mind God will not you deceive
God prepares a place for I and I to dwell
Live a life of sin and your soul is bound to hell
Live well and don’t forget to love one another
For we are all one blood you my sister he my brother
God is the light that shines to lead the way
God brings the night then turns it back to day
God makes the breeze blow and makes the flowers grow
God’s more than you can imagine and more than you’ve ever know
Seek yee good before all your time is spent
There is no better time than now for you to try to repent
He who dwells in God’s mercy will never go thirsty any more
For many are mansions prepared with feastings ever galore
Blessed love for Rastafari live
Wilfred Mellers
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A Rising Star
A rising star’s light has been distinguished in the heavens today. Twenty-seven years
the light shined on the world. Two months you knew yet it could not be helped. A swift
wind blew the light from your candle. No more its beauty will gleam amongst the
heavenly bodies. So short-lived this soul gone but never will be forgotten. Taken from
us this day on your journey to the ever after. You have gone to be with our ancestors.
May they embrace you in their loving arms and welcome you.
Such a strange time to leave us but no one knows when they will be beckoned home.
We have no choice but to answer the call. We wish her well and we shall meet again
one day for energy cannot be destroyed.
We will remember your laughter and joy when we reminisce about the good times. We
will miss you dearly. Our thoughts, our hearts, and prayers will be your parents. God
bless you Enia Douglas Mellers. Farewell and peaceful journey to you. Rest in peace for
you at God’s side now.
To my niece 1980 – 2007
Wilfred Mellers
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Anticipation
Written by Wilfred C. Mellers 10/25/94
Hello girl, how you’ve been
I’ve waited so long for you
Anticipation is driving me crazy
Our love is long over due
The way you walk, the silly way you talk
I’m going out of my mind
Anticipation, I can’t wait no longer
All I want is you
Anticipation is driving me crazy
It’ burning up in my soul
Anticipation it makes me feel hazy
My heart is out of control
I hear your body calling for me
You know I want you too
Anticipation is driving me crazy
I want to get close to you
The clothes you wear, the way you comb your hair
I can’t help but stare
Can’t you see I’m yearning, yearning for you
And all things that you do
Girl I really love you
And I hope you love me too
Trust in me as I trust in you
Girl you for me, me for you
Anticipation is driving me crazy
It’ burning up in my soul
Anticipation it makes me feel hazy
My heart is out of control
Wilfred Mellers
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Beautiful Eyes
As I gaze deeply into your eyes I cry
Your eyes so stunning for those I would die
Just a simple look back would send me heaven bound
Words need not be said nor the utterance of any sound
No matter what I say nor what I could ever do
Could ever come true to one day hear I love you
You are as the wind can only be felt
Monetary gains can never prove your wealth
Your
Your
Your
Your

life is rich even if you don’t see it
beautiful smile and your clever wit
figure I still desire
hips I still admire

Beautiful
Beautiful
Beautiful
Beautiful

eyes
eyes
eyes
eyes

full of pride
my arms will be always open wide
I still care
forever I will still be there

Wilfred Mellers
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BY A TRANQUIL LAKE
By a tranquil lake fed by a rainbow waterfall
Bathe golden goddess adorn in suit of birth
Flowers bloom and burst with fragrant sweet
Birds in concert sing lullabies melancholy true
Fertile the soil she makes by each step she takes
Spreading the landscape with life of all denominations
Beams of gold light reflects from her precious locks
Eyes of blue sparkles and dances to her brilliant smile
I so captivated sat comforted by an Oak tree’s shade
Caught in the spider’s web helpless I like the fly
Such beauty my eyes has never laid on before
Wielded magic caught I in her spell
A moments desired I to be in her arms
Heaven’s gate flew open to the sound of fanfare horns
Gently massaging my mind thoughts of togetherness
String symphonies play Swan Lake by the blue lagoon
Carries the birds silks finest adornment
Magnificent the body presented before me I thought
Heavy my breath grows as a Lotus flower poises in the wind
Down dog sent sensations and my imagination wild with passion
Reaching out to touch such beauty slowly vanishes from sight
Illusions or mirage thought I pondering moments fleeting
Like sand in my hands she fades in a mist
Blue skies gray turns as the entrance of twilight hours
The sun sets now darkness surrounds me
Noise loud in amplitude shook me awakened dreams
Arise now in chambers darken find myself
Slumber no more dreams now I realize
Surrounds me now walls of four I stare
Awaken early morning sleep won’t come to my eyes
Wanting desperately journey direct to such sweetness
Life without her seems unbearable and without luster
The rains of sorrow cries for the love of my life
She was more than a fantasy but reality once new
My curiosity spared my surprise of angel’s divine
Gazing into the night defiantly sadness overcomes
If possible I would dwell in landscape so serene
To be with her once more would make my world bliss
Knowing the love I never knew was an epiphany found I
In such a place I felt finally at home in my own mind
Wilfred Mellers
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BY ANY OTHER NAME
BY ANY OTHER NAME
Written by Elizabeth Marie and Wilfred Mellers
Tangled in a mess I've made
It was I being timid and quit afraid
No longer do I want to run nor neither flee
In your arms is where I truly want to be
My love, my heart, and my very soul
With you I’ve lost all sense of self-control
Lay me down and hear the sighs I cry
Now you can touch my cherry pie
White silk sheets and passion sweet
Gently caressing and rubbing my feet
Leaning forward to taste your loving lips
Feelings so great the sun it eclipse
Yearning I am to kiss your face
Implanted I am in your loving embrace
Your essence I want to desperately taste
Unbound the buckle hands now release posthaste
Gazing in your eyes drifted I ever deeply
Breathing heavier sounds I make ever sweetly
Bodies entwined as friction climaxes
Opened my peach as the thighs relaxes
Tongue gently passing on pink breasts
The flower moistens to loves conquests
All desires eagerly set a flame to the greatest attention
Love’s fire blazing no longer I seeking affirmation
Dom Perignon sipped from her glass
Ferns ornate lips tenderly to pass
Dragon rises from a restless slumber
In pastel garden the serpent places chocolate member
Warmth and tingles travel throughout my torso
A shivering chill goes down to my elbow
Elastic juices flow like fine Bordeaux
Your love on me you now bestow
I want stop, scream, and shout
In your arms again to dwell no doubt
I close my eyes and dream of you
Never had a love so tender, so true
Wilfred Mellers
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December’s Cry
Gone are the sorrows lies for a greater tomorrow
Sunny skies shine no more for dim are the lights for a greater day.
Cry not those wasted tears of sorrow today
The dawn rises on no more cloudy skies
Cry not old sacred willow tree
Lost is now the child gone to the sea
Radiant is the air that surrounds you now
Lifting your spirits to calmer shores light takes you away
Looking back on times we spent of great moments by
Thinking not of sadness but of the times shared
Caring and sharing the laughter of yesterday
No more sweet melodies utterance to my solitude
Weeping on what could have been not thinking of what it was
We crave for your presents now denied
Hopeful wishes fallen on deafen ears desires
Quite the storm brewing genteelly into the night
Faded the luminescent dims in the darkness looms it eerie shadow
Passing through and touching our so call reality
Laying a hand on our souls passing by and by
Perilous the journey we all must travel home
Cry for yesterday, cry for today, and cry for tomorrow as well
Cry if you must and cry if you want to
Shed your tears for what could have been
The dawn will still arrive tomorrow to shine once again
Transience we are in this realm of servitude
Our heart keeps love ones close
Promises not tomorrow can guarantee be
Gone we are not unless forgotten
Go forth for we all shall one day meet
Glorious the day of our reconciliation
They will shine as long as they are remember by the ones left behind
To the same place our destination leads
God’s speed be with you
Wilfred Mellers
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DESPONDENT CHILD
Despondent Child
Written by: Wilfred Mellers, Sunday, October 25,2009 @ 11: 27 PM

Woebegone little boy
World filled without any joy
To his room his hope is sent
By himself all his time is spent

Disheartened and so forsaken
His life has been mistaken
From a quiet slumber he is been awakened
His eyes cold and truly blackened

He plays alone with his shadow
Never anxious and yet always mellow
Hallways he walks are long and narrow
From on high he sees not the sparrow

His shoes he’s yet to learn to tie
On his windowsill sits a dragonfly
In his mind squawk two magpies
Senses he no longer relies

Crestfallen little boy without any friends
Seldom someone he ever offends
In a crowd he just blends
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His entire life he pretends

A broken fence he must mend
This reality he learned to transcend
Things disliked he must contend
For his life he cannot extend

Melancholy he is and so broken
A sixpence less one more token
Chastised all his euphoric dreams
Flights of fancy dangles on a moonbeam

His joy hopelessly beaten
No sugar for his tea to sweeten
Passer bye his smiles as he meets
Blurred vision by eating to many sweets

The burdens he now must endure
Tarnished silver lost its allure
Sitting quietly by the door
Hoping one day it swing his way once more
Wilfred Mellers
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Drifting On A Memory
I like my life just the way it is.
I come, I go, and owe no one anything.
To no one I am indebted to
I am responsible for my own actions and no one else
I am footloose and fancy-free so I dance in the sky
Only one left in the nest growing to fulfillment of prophecy
Tender is the breeze that catches my wings to levitate me to higher plains
Drifting now I am on a melody high above the clouds sweeping
I am the majestic eagle floating in the good grace of the supernatural
Poised for greatness as gentle breezes carry me
I sail on warm winds I ride
Buoyant am I the free spirit hovering over the earth
I am hanging on an emotion pleasant to the taste on my lips for sunshine is on my face
Gliding effortlessly I strive for no worries perplex my tranquility
I am one with all as I feel the earth move as a rush of updraft lifts me into the sky
Suspended in air cool breeze rushes across my body as life’s sweet embrace takes me
to paradise
At rest for peaceful journey’s I now travel
I have been set free to explore the universe tethered longer no by my physical form
I see now the manifestation of the most high’s blessings
Submerse in life glorified am I for longer seeking a catch a glimpse of glory divine
The earth goddess embraces me and grants me the gift of foresight
Visions now granted I to see events future, present, and past
Corrections now on whimsical movements made to ease journeys so peaceful
Yes flight was given to me so I fly and I have been set free
Never more shall I make the mundane strife keep me under
I have flown with eagles above mountains high and low
I have seen the sights of bewilderment and wonderment
Chances granted once so when are you going to start to enjoy them?
Saving for an elder age is always a great thing
What if you don’t make it? Them what?
It would have been all for naught
Fly with me today for tomorrow was never guaranteed to any of us
Weather you go as a wealthy person or a pauper, you still go
Worrying or not changes nothing so why concern yourself
Learn to fly and spread your wings with me
Set your soul free to drift on a memory
Wilfred Mellers
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Elsa Beth
I love you more each day than the day before
You need not question me why
If you’d leave me I'd die
Whenever you're so far away
I count the nights and days
How I do love you so
Please don't you ever go
Never take your love from me
Without you I could never be
You make me feel brand new
All I want in life is you
You taught me how to love again
I will love you till the very end
My cup no longer filled halfway
My thoughts linger on you each day
Your eternal fire consumes me
Only with you I want to be
Your love is all I require
Your love lifts me higher
You are my one and only desire
Do with me what you will
A single touch gives me a chill
My heart races and can't stand still
I no longer Jack without you my Jill
Come whatever might or whatever may
I love you more each and every day
You taught me how to live without fear
All I want is to hold you near
Let me whisper in your ear
Let me show you I’ll always be there
My heart for the taking you’ve surely won
You make this world a great place to live upon
Calmer seas to a panoramic shore
My love, my breath, my life, and the one I adore
Your heart I truly want to win
I won’t live in a world that you’re not in
Wilfred Mellers
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Erotica Maximum
Vanilla skies on a chocolate dream
Pierced the sky a mocha beam
Thoughts the body has of false pail
Mediterranean seas I choose to sail
Longing just to hold the sky’s hand
Colors blend in Neverland
Deep went the chocolate man
Covered vanilla with a bronze tan
Contorted reality in black you’ve dressed
Esoteric words me you’ve impressed
Energies exchanged food for thought
Contentment found was what I sought
Strawberry peach so bitter sweet
Bodies intertwine to summer’s heat
Pink walls I must try to breach
Speaking in tongue to eat the peach
Unadorned the surface of the true love
Chocolate fits the sky like a glove
Passions flair sounds of the night
Friction heat from cometh the light
Fire blazes giving all you’ve got
Soothing the scratch to hit the spot
Strolling across barren lands
Vanilla melts in chocolate’s hands
Exposed they lay as chocolate kissed the sky
There bodies beautifully sings my, my, my
Twisting and turning biting of the lips
Moaning and groaning the solar eclipse
Darkness penetrates the light
Open skies puts up not a fight
Climax the passion releases Screaming
Quite the night for they are now dreaming
Wilfred Mellers
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Even If
So many guys would often say to you
That I’ve been seen with so many girls
But rest assured that it’s not true
For no more lies or alibis
I have nothing to hide
Trust in me for I only love you
And even if the sun won’t rise
Or even if the stars won’t come out
And even if the moon won’t shine
I will always love you
Even if the rain won’t fall
Or even if the flowers won’t bloom
And even it the world would stop
I can’t stop loving you
So many guys want to take my place
Between us they are trying to do there best
Corrupted your mind so you left me behind
No matter what they say or do
I will still be in love with you
So many time, you say you’re gonna stay
You’ve packed your things and gone away
I don’t know, if my heart can let you go
If you’ve stop loving me then I’ve got to let you
And even if the sun won’t rise
Or even if the stars won’t come out
And even if the moon won’t shine
I will always love you
Even if the rain won’t fall
Or even if the flowers won’t bloom
And even it the world would stop
I can’t stop loving you
Wilfred Mellers
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Fight The Good Fight
Pagans came to subjugate us with fables from there story books
Corrupt the mind of the innocent ones
Enslaved and took us to foreign lands
They took most of us abroad
They dropped some of us a yard
They said they saved us from a mundane life
Righteous people have to fight the good fight
So be though as it may
You can’t break the sanctified spirit
For God will help us on our way
So stand firm and fight the good fight
They claimed that they’re superior and the rest of us inferior
They sailed the seven seas
They spread there lies, sickness, and disease
They tried to handcuff our brains with there drug
Told us lies of there God above
The Holy Spirit has revealed himself to us
So go ahead with your evil lies
Removed the shackles but the scars stayed
Shot down and died where we laid
Gang violence blood washes the streets
Some go to bed with nothing to eat
One step forward two steps back we’ve strived
No longer royalty for loss of pride
Economic enslavement has been left for us
Gone tomorrow from dawn till dust
So be though as it may
You can’t break God’s people spirit
Arm in arm on our holy crusade
Engaged in battle for our survival
So be though as it may
You can’t break the sanctified spirit
The holy redeemer will help you on our way
So stand firm against the on slot of the missives’
All in all we’re all one blood
Blessed by one God that dwells above
It maters not where you came but where you’re going
The fruit of intellect most are starving
Battle scared people full of dissolutions
Full time we start to make the right decisions
A fool knows not that we’re in the same pot
The idiot knows not what he’s got
Closed eyes, closed heart from the truth
Closed mind so blindly he shoots
Dehumanized so it becomes easier to kill
Gangsters huddle to do as the will
Hooded clothing to hide there shame
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Demanding we go back from where we came
Force exodus he just does not relate
Spewing his words of pure hate
For the fool now thinks he knows it all
Poisoned by there desire for his alcohol
Now he lives his life of vanity
Gone now are the days of his morality
The minorities now kicked to the curve
Opressor man says that is what they deserve
Blessed child of the sun
Wonders aimlessly in captivity
Brought to a place he feels he doesn’t belong
Kept under a thumb spirit no longer rises
Hopeless sinner strives for the better days
White picket fence no longer made
Trod the trodden on desolate shores
No longer the flag of pride flying no more
Walk we walk speaking a tongue not of his own
Broken language we speak; we’re nothing more than shadows
We hear no more the sweet songs of the sparrows
So be though as it may
Don’t let them break the sanctified spirit
For God will help us on our way
So stand firm and fight the good fight
Fight the good fight
Wilfred Mellers
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FOR EVERY UP THERE MUST BE A DOWNSIDE
For Every Up There Must Be A Downside
Written: Wilfred Mellers, Friday, October 16,2009

Pretending to be Dr. Jekyll while being Mr. Hyde
The pain I hide and emotions kept inside
The oceans now separate and divide
No one left now to confide

Your attention I desperately vied
On your love I so relied
To you I had never chide
On slippery slopes I now slide

Once struck by a truck broadside
Battered now and deep fried
Secrets to you I once confide
Tender moments spent at your bedside

Heaven knows I’ve truly tried
All request I’ve complied
Court order’s I’ve not defied
God doesn’t sleep for his eyes remain open wide

My heart once again has been shanghaied
Great love to you I’ve supplied
Yet left high and dry
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Words spoken, yes you lied

You’ll see who’s there come yuletide
You can run but you cannot hide
Your world shall be turn on its side
Dragged out to sea by the riptide

Pray that the universe will provide
No more comforting words to you to guide
There will be no more upside
No more for you the joy ride

Alone I stand by the seaside
Thinking of my children and I cried
Swept away by the noontide
Held captive by love and hogtied

Left with only my stupid pride
Lonesome groom with his bride
Standing now where worlds collide
Peering into the void wide-eyed

Tears come and go with the tide
Heartache and I are now allied
Waters fell until ducts are dried
Open wounds I now abide
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Placed now curbside
Fate no longer on a hayride
On crystal lakes I glide
All hope has not yet died

Storms brew and chilled winds wouldn’t subside
At wits end for nothing I have left untried
Your heart of steel cold and freeze-dried
Rusted solid from the oxide

In this and the next world standing astride
You I’ve never left aloft and elide
Glancing down from the hillside
By God now I stand beside

Comforted by the fireside
Now I dwell on the inside
Stationed no longer in a landslide
Forward looking without guilt and untied

Casting now I do worldwide
No longer staying just stateside
In judgment he alone will preside
In loving arms I now reside
Wilfred Mellers
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Forever After
For I would rescue you from the bowels of hell
For a chance with you to dwell
You are the rains that bring forth life
You are the means to the end of strife
You are my one and only turtledove
For the L in your name means love
In the heavens you are the shining star
Never change for I love you the way you are
Take a gamble and roll the dice
For in this life you are my spice
Cinnamon, nutmeg, and ginger too
The taste of honey and essences blue
You make my heart sing LADI, DA, DA
Your smile takes me to Shangri-La
Gorgeous damsel femininity speaking
Au couture La fem I have been seeking
How I would whisper sweet things in your ear
To wake and find that you are still there
To hold and touch you would bring so much joy
For I would be content to be your love toy
These things I cannot deny
To refrain from you I would not try
I can see the beauty in your eyes
For to you never I would tell lies
So precious and a sensational find
Thoughts of you are dancing in my mind
On you I would spend my last dime
With you I’d spend the rest of time
Wait no longer and stop all stalling
Don’t you hear true love calling
With you I can form a fellowship
The goddess in my life that deserves worship
Here I am with arms open wide
I will sit eternally by you side
If you should pass before I do
Forever after moaning I would for you
Wilfred Mellers
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Forever Now
Rapid is the heart that beats within me
Knowing things that can never be
Vast is the distance between us in time
Decades pass twice in a lifetime
To hold would rob your exuberance
Flattered be I am but only from a distance
Autumn I am spring you are
Seasons close but yet too far
These things you must know
Young in years seasons more to grow
Me in my twilight hour
Sweetness would now sour
What you want can never why
Damaged goods that am I
Lots more for you to explore
Forever now I will adore
Wilfred Mellers
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Fractured Thoughts
As the world turns and my heart burns
I find some kind of resolution to the madness.
I am as I was and so shall I remain being.
Does that make sense to you?
It is clear as a bell to me that rings truth with a defining sound.
Picture this, wanting but not having and having yet still not wanting.
Paradoxical sounding but to the enlighten mind rings clarity.
It is a state of mind and being that is transcendental in form and function.
Can something have form and no structure but still have function?
Does that structure has to conform to a state of our reality?
Well from time I rise to liquid skies floating amongst the clouds
Crystal River’s flow to shimmer lights dancing on ripples in the water
The sent of cinnamon floating in the air as the baker solicit his wares
Ginger snaps abound with fresh made bread linger to lips salivating
Strawberry meadows rich for the reaping
Peaches line roads of chocolate sunshine elegantly embossed in field and streams
Elegant is our universe, as we inhabit a small corner we thrive and flourish
Peaceful from a distant with a heart that is blacker than the darkest part of any
nightmare
Spinning aimlessly in the heavens we await all that is to come
We gaze to the sky in bewilderment asking ourselves “am I alone? ”
Placid lakes kinetic solidifies as humans cause amphibians to grow extra limbs
Breeding a legacy of destruction on yet unformed future selves
Eroding glaciers swamps down on white sands once had
The bigger the questions the harder to define a correct answer to solve the problem
The answer to the question is we are only alone in our heads
That is the only place that you can really be alone
It is the place of clarity where your mind is free to be all things
Be one with the universe and be a thinker, a dreamer, and a lover of all things with
life.
Wilfred Mellers
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Golden Sweetheart
I reach out to let you know someone is there
I reach out to let you know that I care
But you keep smacking my hands away
You are going to need those arms someday
Strongly you try to stand
But no man is an island
Independent is what you are
You need no one to make you feel like a star
Sometimes you resonate in the back of my mind
For a good friend sometime is hard to find
Don’t you see I’ve tried to reach you
Or is that you just don’t have a clue
On yourself you want to depend
But don’t you know I am just a friend
You’ve said I’m that and nothing more
So why do you keep closing your door
It’s your song so let us dance
I’m not trying to get in your pants
I am a friend you can rely
But how much longer should I try
Rejection is very hard to take
Why won’t you open up for goodness sake
You never miss the water till the well runs dry
One day I won’t be there to dry you eye
I was there to pick you up and such
I was there to drive you home when you had too much
I was there to turn your frown into a smile
You know my number so why won’t you dial
All I need to know is that you’re doing fine
But in your eyes all I see is a question sign
How much longer do you think it will last
Till all will be in the past
You are beautiful but you refuse to you see
So for now I will just let it be
You are perfect in every way
Just a simply smile and you’ve made my day
My eyes were blind but now I see thee
For your eyes has always captivated me
You are cool and a wit for you are clever
In your eyes I saw God and forever
You like the trill of the hunt and the chase
But my time I can’t afford no more to waist
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Seeking something that can’t be sought
Pursuing something that can’t be caught
You can run but you cannot hide
Someday I won’t be by your side
Now it’s time for me to cease and desist
For my friendship you have dismissed
Lord knows that I’ve tried
But something inside for me has died
Bitter sweet it was my friend
For your love for me has come to an end
My
My
My
My

eyes cried and my lips are quivering
body shakes, my soul is shivering
heart breaks and my mind forsakes
ears won’t hear, my being fears

I refuse to say goodbye but see you later
Someday you might find something greater
No longer two for we are now apart
So long, fair thee well my golden sweetheart
Wilfred Mellers
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Golden Touch
Golden touch
I was broken till you came along
You put the words back into my song
In your world is where I now belong
Golden touch is it that I love you so much
I was lost till I met you
I now love everything you do
I live now just because of you
Golden touch
Your are the object of my desire
I am like a cat on a high wire
For you I would walk in front of gunfire
Golden touch
This to you I must confess
Your mind and body I want to possess
I long for you to kiss and caress
Golden touch my Liege
You are the key to my success
My love I can no longer suppress
You are a beautiful princess
Golden touch
To me I grant you total access
With you I feel no distress
You have driven me to total madness
Golden touch
No longer these thoughts I can suppress
With my eyes you I’ve undress
If the world would know I could care less
Golden touch
These words I wish to you to express
You’ve brought me out of my sadness
You’ve driven back the darkness
You are my goddess and my empress
Golden touch
I wasn’t quite right and you made me see the light
You are what I’ve been longing for
With your love I could never want more
Wilfred Mellers
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Gone Is The Light
Every day I wake in my lonely bed
How I wish that I was dead
No more left to be said
A great burden I carry on my head
All I do is question why
No longer pointing my head to the sky
No more wind is in my sail
Nothing more I can fail
I have lost my only friend
In love I fall never again
It is sad but yet so true
Nothing left for me to do
Into the night I'll fade away
For me there's just no more day
All is left is the night
Gone tomorrow the sun light
Darkness surrounds everywhere
Gray are my skies since she's not here
Turned his back no longer I sleep
For my soul no one will keep
As winter’s chill cometh the dawn
Lost all my senses since she’s gone
The darkness cry’s out my name
Hard I find to live down the shame
No longer can I conceal my sorrow
Why must there be a tomorrow
No more comes a brighter day
It just won’t seem to go away
This is a first for me to be alone
I've never been on my own
Gone are the days of my happiness
All is left is pure sadness
No one left to kiss and caress
No longer do I have someone to impress
The darkness I now embrace
For I have fallen on my face
No more to rise it’s the end
For I’ve lost my best friend
That voice I no longer hear
For she’s no longer here
Wilfred Mellers
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Guilty Pleasures
Your fragrances as vanilla sweets
Can't wait to get you between satin sheets
Smooth as your brown hair
Feel so good when I touch you down there
Legs both spread eagle wide
Creamy chocolate slips inside
Licking from flower to the taint
Slow motion till you start to faint
Bosom licked in a circular motion
Until you burst like an ocean
Let me slap you on your derrière to pull the trigger
As I check out your gorgeous figure
In pink caverns goes darken head
So the shaft let the blind is lead
Holding you close the dragon rises through
Motions I matched everything with you
Grasping firmly I in your hand
Spewing liquids the cocoa man stand
Pumping as motions align to the orifice
Squeezing firmly on your tight gluteus
Head lays upon my lap
Princess sweet takes a nap
Rubbing your bottom upon chocolate member
I had risen solid from what I remember
Great lap dance that you give
In your womb I want to live
This is why I love you so
Please don't move before I go
Bodies entwined heat warms my heart.
Stuck together I want not to be apart
Let me rub my tool between your chests
Tongue crosses areolas on your breasts
Moved to render fellatio
Motions alter due to irrumatio
How I fancy your gluteus maximus
Especially while I give you cunnilingus
This I would do without any hesitation
So sweet our copulation
Love’s finally consummation
Engaged mutually to our interaction
Canned goods never been opened or entered
The day to give glorious spender surrendered
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Will you ride Saint George in a state of nature?
Tensions release to a musical rapture
Part II
This I do and it's a fact
Laying you down tongue running down your back
Spreading your genitalia as I sap you down
Screaming you will when I go down town
While I am rubbing your brown hair
Can I put my face down there?
My monster will grow as it goes in and out
Face into pillow so you can scream and shout
Would you mind if we took an hour
Could we also foutre in your shower?
Can I stop and look at what you’ve got?
Can I just stair silently at your joy spot
Can I just taste the vulva inside?
Can you pull it open wide?
Your legs will start to spasm
While you scream as you orgasm
Wilfred Mellers
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Gypsy Woman
Gypsy Woman
Madam Bushka she called herself
As she pulled a book from the shelf
Look into the crystal ball
It will reveal it all
Let me read the lines in your hand
Look on and I’ll tell you a story young man
Sit, sit this won’t take long
Words to my ears like a love song
Look here and you will see
Your past, present, and your future history
Look into my eyes I was told
She saw I was hurting, bitter, and cold
Hatred, contempt she saw in my heart
These ill feelings shall tear you apart
Live and let die she said to me
Better things are ahead you’ll see
I see money more than you could spend
I see cars, boats, around the bend
I see you on a horse on twenty acres of land
Only if you put more money in my hand
All these things shall come to pass
But nothing from nothing can ever last
Sensual words flew from her lips
When she said these things are at my finger tips
I couldn’t believe my ears nor eyes
All she said must be lies
No my son she said to me
Just believe and you shall see
Only one thing I ask of you
Give unto me what is due
I sat for awhile and I wondered
What could she want my first child I pondered
Then she took a sip of red wine
And said no just what is rightfully mine
Listen my son and listen well
Pay now or dam your soul to hell
My pockets ran dry and I ran a cold sweat
A dreadful night if I could only forget
How could I lose everything I had
Wishful thinking from a young lad
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Heated Waters
Entertainment provided greatly you contributed
I positioned unadorned and uninhibited
Bronze tone exposed to the world I was standing
Extended arms to help me in you were handing
Lunar sky illuminated the night
Stars heaven bound shines bright
Into comforting waters now I entered in
Waters heated massages my bare shin
Peach shin textured smooth to the touch
Moments pleasurable and enjoyable so much
Gentle massaging of tan brown feet
Romping in the night frolicking in the heat
Kneading hands purpose for relaxation
Each touch anticipation leads to a new expectation
Every single touch meant so much to me
A lifetime I could have spent with thee
To be in your arms felt so right
I could have stayed with you all night
In amazement deeply into blue eyes I stared
The world could pass bye and I wouldn’t cared
A dream comes true to the winner of the prize
To me you are the right fit and the right size
Like Vincent Van Gough an ear I would sever
I want to hold you now and forever
Wilfred Mellers
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How I love your Voice
How I love to hear you speak and call my name
The way your lips, tongue, and mouth forms letters and words
Those sensual overtones that utter sweet sounds that resonate in my ears
How I love to hear you speak
Your articulation brings forth joy and laughter to my soul
Your words are like music set to a melody sang by angels
It is like the birds summoning me to paradise
Your subtle amplitude drives me while at ever utterance
I beg you to continue speaking to me for I have never heard a sweeter tone
Your audible vibrations are like a musical instrument playing lullabies to my soul
Your voice reminds me of being a child being rocked to sleep
Speak to me in those warm tones of elegance that only you possess
How I love to here your voice in all its magnitude
It comforts me on my lonely days of inner reflection
It brings me hope for a greater day
When I hear you regulate the tones I am in a trance
I am captivated by every sentence you speak
I listen to your words intently at its rhythm
It warms me on a cold day and cools me off in the heat
How I love just to hear you speak to me
I would give it all away just to hear your words
Such satisfying sounds swings me back and forth in a dizzy dance
I lose my footing every time you speak
It is not just your words but the beauty within that captivates me so
I save all your messages to hear plaid over and over again
They are melodious songs that bring forth the light of a new day
They are enchanting as you are in life
No words spoken could explain the grace and charm of your voice
Each time you speak I have died a thousand times
With each word I am sent heaven bound
Your voice takes me places only imagined in dreams
Paradise once lost is found in your voice
Let it be known that there is no other like you
I am compelled to a higher ground
Your expressions are like the wind in my sails that sets me free
I cannot place no other above you
Your voice is all I ever need to hear in life
Your ability to speak brings shivers up and down my spine
It has the greatest influence over my body
If I should ever fall and stricken deaf, your voice would remain reverberating in my
heart
It would be the last sounds I would want to hear
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Your name would be the last sound spoken from my lips
Your voice, how I love it so
Wilfred Mellers
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How I Will Miss Her Much
How I Will Miss Her Much
Written by: Wilfred Mellers, Sunday, October 25,2009
The girl that I adore
She loves me no more
She said she could love no other
Now she’s run off with another
God please tell me why
Who will dry the tears I cry
The odds we could not defy
Feel like I could lie down and die
Now here comes the rain
I can’t stand all the pain
Feels like I am going insane
For my life seems down the drain
Logic tells me I have to let you go
But God knows I love you so
Feel like I should just stop trying
But in my heart there’s no denying
Drawn to you like magnet to steel
Heartache is now what I feel
Life now seems so surreal
This time the hurt will never heal
The girl that I so adore
I know she loves me no more
She said she could love no other
Ripped and run off now with another
Now my world is falling apart
How could she break my heart?
All others I placed her above
I was a fool to ever fall back in love
Now I can’t escape the pain
A fool to fall in love again
Nothing ventured nothing gained
For her I could have never maintained
Her affections I am still vying
Though I know I should stop trying
She sends my heart still flying
Now my eyes need some drying
How I hate those sad goodbyes
No songs of sad lullabies
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Interludes no longer gratify
Whispered words once an outcry
Sweeter she was more than honey
Every word she spoke seemed so funny
She made my days so bright and sunny
I Elmer Fudd and she bug’s bunny
She use to fill my heart with glee
Gone now she is away from me
She was all that I could see
Now so shall it ever be
She remains a beautiful sight
Seldom days pass by lonely candlelight
Gone now are the tender touch
How I will miss her so much
Wilfred Mellers
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I Also Rise (Homage to Maya Angelou)
I have
I have
I have
I have
rise

been
been
been
been

used, abused, mistreated, and even overheated, but still I also rise
denied, compromised, and even ostracized, but yet I still also rise
called outdated, jaded, and mutilated, but here I still also rise
hated, mentally castrated, looted, and even been uprooted, but still I also

I have been
I have been
still rise
I have been
I have been
rise

scorned, adorned, and reborn, but yet I still also rise
beaten up, beaten down, and almost ended up underground but yet I also
cheated on, crapped on, and walked on but yet I still also rise
treat as a fool, used as a tool, treated so cruel, but yet I still seem to also

I have been neglected, disrespected, rejected, and yes I also rise
I have been a token, my heart has broken, I’ve misspoken, and I still also rise
I have been accused, bruised, refused, confused, and even reused, but I still also rise
I have been pushed to the side, kicked in the backside, been steamed dried, and yes I
even cried, but yet I still also rise
I have been slapped in the face, can’t return to my birthplace, entered foreign
airspace, and felt a woman’s warm embrace, yet I still also rise
I have been the victim of oppression, obsession, the recession, and a downward
transgression but here I still also rise
I have been battered, life shattered, lost everything that mattered, yet I still also rise
I have felt the hurt, treated like dirt, forgetting to stay alert, and for all that it is worth
I still will also rise
Wilfred Mellers
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I Apologize
{A Letter To My Soul}
Where do I start and where do I begin
Without you I know now I am nothing
After saying it to all the people I know
I never once took the time to say to you I love you so

To you I sincerely apologize
What was I thinking why did I criticize
Certainly I was being obtuse and unwise
I never looked close enough the see me in your eyes

To you I am really sorry
I was so foolish and angry
I took you for granted
But you was all that I ever needed

Now after all the things I’ve said and done
You never saw me as the villain
I swear that I am so sorry
Mine eyes were truly blurry

I cannot find the right words to let you know how I feel
For desires kept deep inside never to reveal
Please find it in your heart to forgive
I kept you like a bird in a cage captive
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I was so utterly fatuous and stupid
I see you now crystal and limpid
Clearly I see that you were always there
You laughed and listen always showing you care

I was an oafish tiny man learning how to crawl
It was you that made me stand tall
You were there to catch me when I fall
I should have given you more than my all

You taught me how to live again then
You never asked me how, where, or when
You were truly my only best friend
It was you my broken heart you mend

Downward spiraling counterclockwise
I wore pants too big for my size
You made me open up my eyes
You taught me not to ever compromise

Filled with tears my spirit cries
Glistening in the skies like fireflies
Never faltered given exercise
My soul, I to you, I apologize
Wilfred Mellers
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I Believe in Love Eternal
I am an old man and even an older soul that's been around many life times. I will find
the one that will make my journey complete so I won't have to do this forever
endlessly. We are here to meet each other many times over and correct the
problems/mistakes we have encountered and lessons not yet learned. I hope I have
learned all I need to learn to pass on to pure energy and remain till all ascends.
I Believe In Love Eternal
Written by Wilfred Charles Mellers Tuesday, August 19,2008
The meeting of two souls is what’s important
To find oneself is of the utmost significances
Reaching out to seize the moment when you find someone
Boundaries not known race, shape, creed, or color
Statures slender, petite, voluptuous, doesn’t matter
The body is nothing more than the souls vessel
Always growing founder for love is eternal
Magic happens when you find one another
Once in a lifetime it only happens
Do we hold back what we feel due to social stereotypes
Do we pursue with a vengeance the love of each other for life
All things relative for love crosses space and time
In a human shell life is energy enclosed and refined
Loving souls will meet always again
Specific gender souls are not rendered
Colors, creed, and cultures souls cross
For that purpose we are all here
To love and be loved in return
Greater than love there’s nothing
Like a ton of bricks when love hits
Eternity seen at a glance in each other’s eyes
The gates of heaven are flung open to embrace us inside
The world now seems a new
I’ve gone around many times I’ve been told
Patiently waiting for my love to have and to hold
Recognizing my true love in a crowd I could never pass
A sparkle in my old eyes and a gleam overcomes at last
A wasted life without passion is
A crime without love life is
A squandered life without loves intimacy
No life at all without living inside your love
I have been to many places
I have had so many, many faces
I have been far to many races
I’ve search through the depths of time
For the love of my life once more I’ll find
I will not rest until I make you mine
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Coming back looking for you I have been
Through the centuries for your love to win
I will search till the end of days and time
Until I finally make you mine
All withstanding for the greater powers
The days are long and so my sunlight hours
My love for you is never ending
These words for you I will always be sending
I’ve been longing to hold love so true
Come find me for I have been waiting so long for you
P.S.
Walk good and never be afraid of the rain for God is in the rain.
One love
Blessed
Rastafar I
Wilfred Mellers
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I CANNOT LET YOU GO
I know I should let you go
My heart always tells me no
My love for you is undying
Loving you I cannot stop trying
My heart won’t leave you behind
A greater love for me I cannot find
I am sadden so when we are apart
I really love you my sweetheart
To let you go I am trying
You can’t see the tears that I am crying
I love you more than life itself
When I am with you I can’t control myself
Even though a love like ours cannot be
There is no one on earth better for me
You are every breath that I take
If you could only see how my heart ache
To let you go would be a mistake
While I am with you my soul is awake
I give you my life to remake
Let me hold you until daybreak
When you hold me the world fades away
We may never have tomorrow but we have today
The love I have for you is strong
To me you could never do wrong
Through hell and high water I want to be with you
No other love could ever be as true
It is only you my heart will pursue
If only my love you truly knew
On my heart your name I tattoo
My heart can never say to you adieu
Everything about you peeks my inquisitiveness
The feelings I have are boundless
On me through time you have grown
Please I beg never leave me alone
Sleek, sexy, and boisterous
Lively, high-spirited, and scrumptious
These things I find are so
Be still my heart for I cannot let you go
Stories here on of love they will always tell
Without you my love I am an empty shell
Wilfred Mellers
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I Dream
dream of a better world where as people would see each other nothing more than
people of a different shade of gray
I dream of all my problems crumbling in my hands never to utter another sound
I dream of love renewed no more forsaken the day of my fulfillment
I dream of blues skies and flowers lying in a field of hope and no more despair
I dream of moonlit nights where the smell of jasmine permeates the air with its sweet
aroma
I dream of being in love once again with that person that just takes my breath away
I dream of angels dancing in candle light
I dream of naked waterfalls that drench my soul and ease my pain
I dream of earthly fulfillments never imagined before
I dream of paradise lost and never found
I dream of turquoise seas surrounding my unadorned body
I dream of piece no longer the beast devouring the children of the west
I dream of calmer seas that no longer rocks the boat of tranquility
I dream of you and me forever be
I dream no more the lonely night of my salvation
I dream of happiness once more on my enlightened soul
I dream of no more shadows haunting me as I slumber
I dream no more my weary eyes of sadness abound
I dream crying the day cometh the dawn no more
I dream walking on the beach with the one I love hand in hand
I dream of midnight caressing while the sun comes up
I dream of what could have been, what could be, and what has gone
I dream to no longer forsake my sanity to the darkness of my emotions
I dream of a place whereas I can lounge and bask in my redolence roses
I dream a dream of lesser conscienceless to the world that holds me back
I dream of no more waking hours consumed by society at large
I dream the dream of romantics no longer uttering there voices aloud
I am a dreamer, but without dreamers what would this world be
As empty as the heart that knows no love
As dark as the night that knows no stars
I think so there for I must have feelings
I live so there for I must be alive
I sleep so there for I must be a dreamer
Dream on and let the night bring you to places in the sun
Wilfred Mellers
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I Want To Thank You
I
I
I
I

want
want
want
want

to
to
to
to

thank
thank
thank
thank

you
you
you
you

for the joy that you give
for being so positive
you’ve made me touch the sky
for always standing nearby

Lessons learn my true experience
These truths I hold as self-evidence
My love for you I’ll testify
Without your love I’d surely die
I want to thank you for bringing back my sunshine
Even though you are no longer mine
Thanks to you for being there through the strife
I really thank you for being the joy in my life
I
I
I
I

want
want
want
want

to
to
to
to

thank
thank
thank
thank

you
you
you
you

for the joy that you give
for being so positive
you’ve made me touch the sky
for always standing nearby

I
I
I
I

want
want
want
want

to
to
to
to

thank
thank
thank
thank

you
you
you
you

I cannot ever deny
with you I’ve learned how to fly
you’ve kept my brown eyes dry
on you I can always rely

You have a certain kind of special appeal
No words can express the thanks that I feel
My time with you seem so surreal
No alibis I need nothing to conceal
My word is my vow I’m down on one knee
With you till the end I will always be
Thanking you is the least I could do
For all the things you’ve done I do love you
I want to thank you for always being there
My Salome oath to you I shall declare
I want to thank you for showing that you care
You are second to none and no one can compare
From a mountaintop let me exclaim
Let the world know that I’d give you my last name
Shout it from the hilltop that do acclaim
Without your love my world would’ve never been the same
Wilfred Mellers
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I Was Happy Once But Didn't Know It
I was happy once but didn’t know it
Like sands flowing through my hands I blew it
Stupid and selfish I was being
Couldn’t communicate what I was feeling
Lost it all one day online
From time to time I still wish she were still mine
Someone now I can never find
She was once so loving, tender, and kind
My young ones gone to another state
Years now gone maybe eight
My youngest girl it’s me now she hates
It wasn’t me that opened the floodgates
I told I tried to do everything that I could
I thought it all she understood
To give it all back that I would
Now all gone downstream like driftwood
To her I tried to still communicate
Seems to much, to little, and to late
She is now fourteen and still growing
I never expected her to be all knowing
I chased her mother away for I was not being attentive
Too little to late for I was so passive-aggressive
I love her so and never showed her
All I was showing was just my anger
I should have given her what she wanted
Hurtful words used I wish I could’ve recanted
I never realized I was hurting her so
I had no choice but to let her go
I loved her so and still do now
I will have to make my life work now somehow
I was lost and thought I was found
Now love’s buried far underground
To hold and love I have no one there
She says about me she still does care
Looked for love and couldn’t find it anywhere
To try again, do I dare?
Wilfred Mellers
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I Wish
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish
wish

you all the love that you can handle
you the sheen that comes from a candle
you all the joy that brings light to mankind
all your stress would just simply unwind
you all the merriment that the seasons bring
you all the best of everything
you pleasure that brings you thru the night
you love that make this season bright
the angels would always watch over you
they would bless you for all the things you do
you the delight in a child’s eyes
this year make you wise
you the wonderment of receiving a gift
the lord your soul to lift
the world no more pain
our leaders from war refrain
you ecstasy and life of elation
to go all your frustration
you the voice to lift when you’re singing
the lost to hear the church bell ringing
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Just For Your Love
Just for your love
You are my everything
For all the joy you bring
You mean so much to me
Just for your love
I’ll swim the deepest sea
So I can be with thee
I’ll dedicate my life
Just for you my love
I’ll do anything
For all the things you are
A shinning star is what you are
Just for you my love
I’d conquer the whole wide world
And lay it all at your feet
Any challenge I would meet
So never go for I love you so
Just for your love
To dry your weeping eyes
I’d steal a star from the sky
So never fear I am here
Just for you my love
I’ll do anything
Just to keep you close me
I love you so, don’t ever go
Just for you my love
I’d die a million times
I’d join the longest line
Just to make you mine
My heart please take care
Just call me, I am here
Just for your love
I’d fly on one wing
For all the joy you bring
And all those wondrous things
Like a child I would cling
A song for you I’d sing
You are my life
You are my world
I’ll give you everything
Someone like you I’d never find
Let’s sip Champaign as we dine
I’d slay the dragon just for you
This is some of what I’d do
The Sun can’t rise without greeting you first
Your love can quench any man’s thirst
My heart takes flight my soul is free
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Every time you touch me
When God made you he had me in mind
A love like yours I could never find
I am captivated by your many charms
My life for a moment in your arms
If only I could live twice
For loving you is so nice
Fly me away to paradise
Only your love can be suffice
In my darkest hour
You are my strength my power
My life has changed since we met
A love like yours I can’t forget
Without you I can’t make it through
Darling I really love you
If I should pass away
I’d still be with you every day
Wilfred Mellers
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Letter To A Dream Named Anna
My dear sweet Anna,
You are like a dream come true, but I fear that you are just a dream. A dream I had
one night so long ago. How I wish that you were real to me for I could devote the rest
of my life with a woman like you. If I had the world I would lay it at your feet. A
woman as beautiful as your self can only be a dream. All my waking hours I dream of a
lovely lady like you.
I would fly you away to my arms if I could. I have not the means to do such a thing so
you remain a dream. A dream I wished I could have, but I have to face reality each
day knowing you are so far away. I am hunted by your spell over me. You are a dream
that I wish never to wake from. For if I were to pass away in my dream, I would die a
happy man knowing an angel loved me once.
To hold and kiss you would be heaven divine. Your lips are perfect and sensuous. Your
eyes are warm and welcoming. Your face men would die for. Your hair is so perfect and
neat. You are so sultry and sexy only to be found in a dream. What else could any man
ask for? I am but a mere mortal touched by an angel for you are like a wisp of the
wind. You can be felt but never touched.
You are too lovely to be a lone. Any man that would pass you up is a fool. How I have
prayed and wish you were real. How I wish you were that dream that came true. How I
wish that when I wake from my dream I saw your lovely face looking back at me for
then I would know that I have truly died and went to heaven. I would know that all my
prayers are now answered. O’ what a lovely day that would be, but you are just a
dream and I am awake now.
dreams
Wilfred Mellers
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Letter to Kimani, my son
I am writing you to let you know
My son how much I love you so
I miss you and I wish I were there
For you I will always care
I would change time if I could
To mend my mistakes yes I would
I wish I could make things right
For your love I will always fight
My boy you are so smart
That’s why you are dear to my heart
So far you are now from me
A great man you shall one day be
As much as I try and try
Your picture brings tears to my eyes
Time stands still while I look
My feelings I could fill a book
Your voice I sometimes here on the phone
But the pain still won’t leave me alone
A thousand words can’t say what I feel
The pains I have just won’t heal
I love you more than words can tell
I wish I had a wishing well
I would wish away all the sorrow
I’d wish you a brighter tomorrow
You deserve better than what I did for you
I did my best that’s all I could do
God bless the day you came to me just as you are
You are my guiding light and my lucky star
The things you do are so clever
My love for you will change never
So far from his father my lovable boy
Your light brings me so much joy
No matter where, no matter when
For my love you can always depend
No matter the pain nor the strife
I will love you more than life
I love you more
I love you more
Without you life
You are my life,

than I could ever show
than you will ever know
is no longer fun
my legacy, and my son

Wilfred Mellers
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Madess Speaks
In a heartless world I came forth screaming
Star spangle lights were not gleaming
Baptize to the world I came forth violently
Out of it we all must go silently
Circumcised dreams only moments old
Covered my wringcled body from the cold
Castrated hopes are dangles from an oak tree
Strange fruits it grows for all to see
In the minds eye I see dripping liquid walls
Under crystal skies of green water falls
Dancing Shadows in my darken room
The mind plays tricks as vultures loom
Sacrifices the innocents of the collective consciousness
The soul survives despite mankind’s wickedness
Mercury inducted psychosis on the unsuspecting masses
Mustered gray clouds the rainbow passes
Neglect I choose by those who are watching
Destroying ourselves the devil is laughing
As the woman goes into labor
The war mugger rattles his saber
As the earth turns it starts to burn
Mankind is doomed we’ll never learn
They let go the dogs of war
No matter who, when, or where you are
A mothers cries as there sons body lay
Blacken skies as the bodies decay
Irradiated grounds of orange clay
No more cavery to save the day
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Magic Is In You
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic

is
is
is
is
is
is

in
in
in
in
in
in

your skin I want to be in
your eyes for you the perfect size
everything you wear down you your underwear’s
your touch I want you so much
your voice that makes me loose all choice
your look for you have me open like a book

Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic

is
is
is
is
is
is

in
in
in
in
in
in

your lips right down to you hips
your kiss that I do miss
the air when you are there
your hair for you do care
your being for you are worth seeing
your nose right down to your toes

Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic

is
is
is
is
is
is

in
in
in
in
in
in

your
your
your
your
your
your

quirkiness for you are happiness
walk and the way you talk
style and that beautiful profile
laughter for I’ll stay ever after
cheek for you make me weak
arms that hold me tight makes me feel all right

Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic

is
is
is
is
is
is

in
in
in
in
in
in

your
your
your
your
your
your

face so sweet you’re good enough to eat
smile for you I’d walk more than a mile
arms to hold that chases away the cold
kindness for you have taken away my sadness
romance for you have given me a second chance
bosom felt I melt

Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic

is
is
is
is
is
is

in
in
in
in
in
in

everything
everything
everything
everything
everything
everything

you say that makes my day
and everywhere because you are there
for the joy you bring
come what may for in your life I’ll stay
for sure for you are the one I adore
you do for I love you
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May Bring You
Remember to sing at the top of your lungs
The angels will hear you voice and summon your soul back to heaven
The angels cry as the body dies aimlessly and shamelessly in a desolate world
Treasure each wakened moment for you have been given the gift of life
Give thanks for today you rise with the morning sun.
May the sun kiss your beautiful smile
May your rosy cheeks glisten for every day you draw breath is seen as good day
You have been blessed with life so live it
May joy enter into your world each and everyday
May you overcome all obstacles in your way
May you always look at the bright side for it always can be worst
Life is like a party where you can choose to sit it out or dance
Remember a wise man once said that yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, and
today is a gift
That is why we call it the present
Live today for tomorrow is always one day away
Wilfred Mellers
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Meine Liebe und eine Nacht der Leidenschaft
Meine Liebe und eine Nacht der Leidenschaft
Written by: Wilfred Charles Mellers Thursday, April 23,2009
Down like a submarine as vanilla melts in chocolate hands
A fair treat to eat was the chocolate man’s plans
Cherries sweet from the vine lick tasted divine
Taco treat from clams I lay the pipeline
Beauty bare from behind
Mountains now I to climb
Vanilla covers my speech apparatus true
Sweet the taste her vulva drew me into
Succulent softly dreams flows like waterfalls I call
Member waits for final install
She waits and I call to speak in tongue
Wanting ever more for my spring has sprung
Circular motion sends her body swaying her hips
Slow and passionate I kissed her lips
Moments pass to her climax I hesitated
She moans and groans as her love is penetrated
Deeper into pink caverns keep made me weak
In both hands fondling held I a buttock’s cheek
Up and down she goes with each motions coos loudly
Pulling my head in closer against her firmly
Crying out in the darkness, please don’t stop
Draining her dry each and every drop
Rapid goes the motion eating flowers I fancy
As she pleas lord of mercy
From under looked I to see so much pleasure
Closely guarded gardens she has kept her treasure
This I do humbly without boasting
From me to you I am toasting
You have provided a night of wonder
Touching, sweet, warm, and tender
The dragon has been now fed
On silken sheets she lays her head
Comforted now by a night of passion
Cuddly, spooning now to full satisfaction
Sounds made no more not even a peep
Silent is the night for now she’s asleep
Wilfred Mellers
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MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM

DATE: Thursday, April 9,2009
FROM:

The single guy

TO:

My Love

RE:

Much To You So Thanks

To hear such praises warms my inner being for this pompous, old, unlucky bungler on
broken wings shall learn to fly once more. Precious the moments few spent with you
and I enchanting. My soul is flying high above the heavens for feelings remembered
blissfully. Gratifying trod down memories lane brings me back to exhilarating times well
spent
Blessed love and beautiful soul possess by you. You are much more than a beacon of
hope but the true light of this world. Your aura speaks volumes for glamorous you are
my lady fair. Dormant emotion held silently awakens good friend and listener. True
love will never die despite the reality we face day bye day. The steps I take on shaken
legs holds me up steadily fast as movements forward taken slowly.
Wonderful friends like you inspires greatness sought medium scribed expressions
clearly poetic in natural form. My chin will always be held high for someone shall come
knocking on my door but replace you never. Love’s sweet lamentation henceforth no
longer fill my world of melancholy lifted to be desired. The universe will provide for
wondrous you have been. Make of it what you will, but enjoy roses fragrances sweet.
The universe will provide for wondrous journeys by the lonesome traveler roams
eagerly. Intoxicating you have been for my mind lingers on thoughts of the kindness
you have provided. Ecstatic am I when you’ve entered any space you fill delightfully.
My gratitude endlessly goes out to you for the possibility you have manifested.
Miraculous and nothing less than that is what I have found.
Love,

Wilfred Charles Mellers
Chief Executive Officer
The Single Guy Inc.
Wilfred Mellers
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Mocha Encomium For Elizabeth Fair
Tasteful is the delectable fruit which you posses
Sweet is the cherry that is divine straight from the vine
Vanilla faced in motions sensuous quivering to the touch
Taint that wonderful tongue slides deep inside she clutches
Peach filled aroma consumed to ones desire
Brazilian shaven oyster with tender filled moistened center
Succulent clam spans wide to follow through
Slanted plum hydrated fully to burst quenched one’s thirst
I like a child in your playground romping with my intended meal
Chewing, swallowing, and devouring by nibbling sensations
Speech apparatus moves from side to side to articulate my circular motions
Torso tenses while squeezing on shoulder’s broad you fought
Fire consumes as passion flairs to scorch the chamber chocolate hot
Thighs wide filled with amore chanting softly sweet strawberries
The seat of intellect plunged downward ever rhythmically tasting apple pie
Bodies swaying to and throw configuring a spectacular musical accelerando
Juicy the flower’s nectar that suddenly sets back my mind in time
As the Bees carries their gatherings back to the lair, savored I the flavored flower
How fine it was to dine behind then forward to romp freely in your treasure field
Frolicking you the boisterous one made a day of it all
Prancing to natures fruitful basket like notes in a classical sonata
The movement grew to a crescendo climaxing at its peak of efficiency
Peach juice ran down legs to gently rest in my hands
Satisfaction complete now hence to my course intertwining
Beating back the hands of time I rising to the occasion set forth I commenced
Brought on by desires beyond my control, I entered caverns deep and fulfilling
I wasted not the flower while trying not to overpower the dance of love
The night came to a screech shouting relief from such a blissful pain
Patiently now I wait for encounters evermore so nice that I now endeavor
The nights grows cold as winter winds set in upon my lascivious desires
Such lewd acts I crave now for I have not a clue in what to do until the next episode
Licentious are my erotic tendencies for wanton flairs a passion new
For the one touch I need so much has become my unbridled prurient
Anticipation drives me into hysteria for one moments embrace
The shark circles the flowered fruit that has sent me into a feeding frenzy
Cherries unclad against my visage unabated has left me wanting you more than ever
Wilfred Mellers
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Morning
I woke this morning in a silly way
So I wrote a cheesy poem today
Like the star with lesser fans
It seems I have too much time on my hands
I met a damsel with a voice golden sweet
From the tip of you head down to her feet
How do I know for I haven’t seen her before?
Conversing set such amiable rapport
She makes me smile when I am down
She is my queen and I minstrel clown
Oh what a day when we finally meet
With rose in hand to make the great complete
My voice trembles as I utter hi
My knees are weaken as I hear laughter from nearby
Hesitating to hear her reply
To keep composer I do try
I shall sit close and gaze in her eyes
A solemn butterfly flew into distant skies
I hang on every word that she is speaking
Paranoid as my manner she might be critiquing
Obsessed with gaining her favor
Each word I hang, chew on, and savor
What is the matter, why can’t I relax?
Obsessing over each word and syntax
Finally here comes the food
My mind now calm so changes the mood
Now ends the suspense
All to her now makes sense
The artful dodger and the lover of laughter
Indulged the two in innocent banter
Now she has stolen my heart
I her whimsical counterpart
Deep in my soul the passion lies
Hopeless romantic needing no alibis
Your empty spot I can fill
If you open up I surely will
Wilfred Mellers
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Morning Sun (A letter of love)
Written by Wilfred Mellers, Friday, November 27,2009 @3: 31 PM
My heart sings now with joy and laughter
I could gaze into your eyes now and ever after
Paradise found when you're with me
To my heart you hold the key

Kissing you I hear the bells chime
With you I want to spend my lifetime
You are constantly running through my mind
No purer love could I ever find

Sweet as the day for my cup runs over
Lucky am I to find my four-leaf clover
What I've found in you I cannot explain
Queen of my heart forever may you reign

When I'm gone I'll keep you always in my heart
Neither space nor time can keep us apart
Where ever I travel, wherever I may roam
Thoughts of you will always bring me home

Kissing you is all I want to do
Nothing more I could ever ask of you
Your blessed love is all I require
Touching you and my soul burns like fire
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Seeing you and my heart starts to flutter
What I feel for you words cannot utter
Love letters to you I will always send
The greatest woman you are my beloved friend

Pure wonderment for my senses stimulate
In my heart excitement you create
Your beauty cannot be outdone
My goddess, my empress, my morning sun
Wilfred Mellers
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My Burgeoning Lady Fair
My love beckons me when she is cold
She once told me that I am too old
She has an ex-boyfriend I understand that still wants to be her man
Friends she has a lot unlike me for I am hot
He
He
He
He

never treated her right
wouldn’t walk with her by moonlight
wouldn’t rub her beautiful sore feet
wouldn’t take her on a Jamaican retreat

She is my empress and my days highlight
A goddess supreme in twilight
With her I’m lifted to higher heights
Illuminated she is by red, yellow, and green spot lights
Experience with me things she has never before
She is the gift that makes your heart soar
Let’s stand together in a downpour
The world is our to explore
But as last I am told that I’m just too old
She still call’s me now and then
Things won’t change but then again
The past she no longer will defend
Her heart never given it’s just to lend
I love my precious unfledged friend
I will love her till my days end
She is so warm, gentle, and kind
A love like mine only once she will find
Down lover’s lane we could stroll
With you I get totally out of control
Age is just a number I was once told
And yet I am told that I am just too old
I don't know why I love her so
She is all in life that I ever wanted
By her sweet fragrances I am hunted
I want to never let her out of my sight
I want to love, kiss, and hold her tight
When she is down she bellows to be consoled
My love hates the chill of winter’s cold
Behold for she is breath-taking and stunning
Always on patrol and I her dark knight eagerly pursuing
Exquisite work of art flawless to perfection
In love am I with her fair, gorgeous, and ravishing reflection
My valor I will always uphold
My true love for her will unfold
She will never need to ask my why
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To her I will never lie
She is my queen and I her consort in waiting
I in her glory will be basking
I am yours just for the asking
My love for you is ever lasting
She is more delicate than a rose
Does she love me, well I suppose
For I now the empty nester
Her majesty’s fool and consummate jester
I the most eligible bachelor
She is my rock and I her anchor
Hearing her voice brings so much joy me
She is all that I can ever see, my love, my flowering lady
Wilfred Mellers
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My Children
I was there on your first day of life
Protected you from the pain and the strife
Late night feeding I did them too
That and much more I did for you
Picked you up when you fell down
Promised you I’d always be around
Cleaned you up when you made a mess
For you I would have done no less
Trips to the doctor I was there
Just to show you that I cared
Held you hand when you got a shot
Gave you a lollipop to hit the spot
Dressed you and took you first day of school
Taught you to obey the golden rule
Speak up and wait your turn
These lessons you had to learn
Picked you up everyday
Forever in my heart you will stay
Teacher conferences I went to them all
I was always at your bacon call
School projects I helped you out
Carried them for you without a dough
Supported you on everything you made
For my love for you could never fade
I whipped you weeping eyes
Protected you from those evil lies
Lightning strikes I held you so tight
Just to let you know you will be all right
Thunder claps and the rains came
But for you I’ve always felt the same
Conversations you play coy
But through the years you brought me so much joy
Bright, smart beyond your years
But still at night you cry tender tears
For you I wish I could do more
For life you I will adore
You are my children and I will love you forever
The bond we have no one can sever
My girls, my boys my only treasure
Hearing your voice, O’ what sweet pleasure
In this life I can never suffer defeat
For you have made my life so complete
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Sometimes I feel like I am dreaming
For you have given my life great meaning
And I thank God above
For you’re the ones I love
Five of the most beautiful people in the world
(Kimberly, Samantha, Aaron, Jamila, Kimani)
Wilfred Mellers
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My Heart Belongs To You
My Heart Belongs to You
Written by: Wilfred Charles Mellers, Wednesday, August 26,2009, @ 6: 10 PM, Number
100
I am as a child clinging to their mother
You have captured my heart and I love you like no other
You have brought me joy and so much laughter
I will love you from here till ever after
Here is my life I give to you to remold
All this for you to have and to hold
I cherish the day you passed my way
Without your love I can’t make it through the day
You have brought me delight from whence there was only sadness
You have become the source of my happiness
You have brought me a fresh start a new
There is simply nothing for you I won’t do
God must have made you with me in mind
You are so special, precious, and kind
When you are away I cry all day
I would lose my mind if you left me behind
Take my heart and all I have to give
For without you I don’t even want to live
I stand here naked before your eyes
To leave you would truly be unwise
Take me darling just as I am
You are the leopard and I the lamb
Anything asked and I will fulfill
Consume me my love and do to me what you will
I will show you that I’ll always be there
Let me show you how much I care
Let me whisper softly in your ears
I will calm your wildest fears
Lie-down and let me rub your naked body with a hot scented oil
Attentive I’ll be for you I’ll truly spoil
I’ll massage your feet where it aches
I’ll lay with you till morning breaks
I will hold you until my arms go numb
You bring me excitement where there’s boredom
The angels weep for their tears fall from the sky
If ever to you I say goodbye
You are the very life within me
I would die just to hold you briefly
You are a vision of heaven to behold
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Without your love I will grow old and cold
I the empty vessel without a soul
Consumed by grief my heart turns to charcoal
Weeping and wailing, I cannot be consoled
I the crazed maniac cannot be controlled
I
I
I
I

will
will
will
will

My
My
My
My

stay
stay
stay
stay

with
with
with
with

you
you
you
you

through the thick and the thin
no matter what mood you’re in
whenever you’re sad
for you are the best I ever had

love for you cannot be defined
love is greater than all the oceans combined
love for you I cannot confine
love, my world, my one and only sunshine

Wilfred Mellers
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My Interest
I can’t express how you’ve peaked my interest
The true beauty that you posses
You are a goddess and an empress
My life has just begun my sweetness
Some have wisdom yet they are not wise
For they can’t see the goodness in your eyes
Short but sweet, petite and neat
Please let me sweep you off your feet
Caught like a dear in headlights
Let me spend all my days and nights
Call on me whenever you will
All your dreams I'll try to for fill
I will live up to everything you've wanted
By your charm now I am haunted
Caught in your web I will not put up a fight
Do with me as you will to your delight
Here's to you I give a toast
Now on this will be our milepost
Raise your glass and take two sips
For I now dream of kissing your lips
Hold me close in your loving arms
Fill me up with all your wonderful charms
To the test I shall not waste not a single drop
desires at your command chop-chop
I will make your heart sing a new song
Your cravings I shall prolong
You will stay in my heart and mind
You are so loving, gracious, and kind
For me if you would take a second look
For you I would walk on glass barefoot
Now take me, take me as I am
You'll be my queen and I the king of Siam
Lead me for I now I can
Let me be your one and only man
Never I be smug nor try to be too clever
Let me love you from here on till forever
Wilfred Mellers
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My Life My Spring
I smile from ear to ear my dear spring. You make me want to write naughty things. I
better behave but I feel I must for you are now my passion. Seldom felt such feelings
of rapture. In your arms I belong for now and ever after. Sovereign princess and
queen of all things for life’s new blood you bring to so far a field this gentleman calling.
I your noble dark knight and you my lady fair to the dragon’s keep I shall ever more
rescue you from the clinches of perils old and new.
Never fear for I see the stars in your eyes that make me smile and filled me with
contentment. You are a beautiful soul that lit the fires which makes the flames burn as
the Sun kneels down at your feet and kiss the other stars.
I can kiss you from head to toe while I stop in the middle to linger awhile and nibble till
senses explode in ecstasy. Toes tasted none wasted as spring coos with joyful delight.
Kitty cat licked as if I the child engulfing a lollipop for the first time.
Hearing the call of the wild the soldier stands firmly waiting bonding between fertile
soils Phallic member covered by skin of pink as warm as a quilt blanket on a cold
winter's night.
Friction causes heat to rise and fall as I give spring my all for a night of true intimacy.
Sweat runs down my back and spring’s lips quivers from the body’s motion in
synchronization. Rhythm moves to the beat as circular motions to twist and turn to
make fires burn intensely.
A ferocious flame consumes the bed as bodies entwined as I find spring deeply moving.
I roar as the lion do to mark territorial grounds on secret shores once more. Warding
off all other suitors while backs arched as pink walls penetrated. “Yes! ” Spring cries as
she closes her eyes for moments never achieved extremely.
The lion roars and the jungle trembles. The room spins and heads become dazed. A
warm sensation comes over as teeth clinched for romance release its fury. I look
deeply into spring’s eyes and I see God and no other likewise. Spring moves me like
none before and ever since I adore her. Comforted by spring we snuggle while passion
comes to its natural conclusion. As the morning rises I still see the stars in her eyes
for neither feelings lost or regrets do I. Treasured the time I knew for all the things
you do. The sky is no longer the limit for I have reached heaven still on earth.
Wilfred Mellers
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My Maiden In Waiting
From hither came a sound roaring in temperate pastures
To keep at bay soldiers ponder not for shall we waken the beast
Beating back impulses the monster as risen from the lair
Swooping down on the innocent villagers he flew
The dragon lurks while the Maiden slumbers in her keep
Pasty butterfly wall the snake shall creep
One sting lay the maiden fair will capture
Valiant the black knight charges to slay the beast
With tender hands she embraces the serpent anaconda king
Lollipop dreams and cream fill cake to bake we make
Stirring in strawberry fields echo such sweetness be
Vaguely she remembered, from her distant passed, her flower erupts with feelings
Ride the dragon ride by and by she cries in joyful nuisance
Withdrawing the black knight tasted the cavern fruit she lays
Like and ice cream melting in the sun he devours her fruit of her passion
In circular motion his speech apparatus moves as she moans
Soft and wet slow the motion for now rivers run true
Contrivance protrudes sapping sweet nectar from the vine
She twists and turns while the dragon burns and yearns the fruit of her womb
She screams and scratches the Black Knight’s back as he feast on Joyful fruit
Contentment no more can stand she braces for the dragon’s penetration
The dragon swims deeper and deeper to crevasses untouched by mortals
She calls out his name “Sir Knight! Sir Knight! Well your labor be! ”
Grabbing the knight, yon maiden pulls him even deeper than before
Spreading her joy wide enters the dragon to warm waters
Sliding back and forth to a perfect fit, the dragon roars as the body trembles
Scream maiden screams as the dragon penetrates the fertile soil
Motions blurring as the battle grows ever fierce
She pulls him deep, tighter with every member thrust
Crying out in the night as tensions come to ecstasy
Sweet release the monster sleeps
As the night fades to dawn the black knight leaves a rose to signify his love
Having never felt such passion the maiden bestow her love
Mint chocolate and vanilla cream taste lingers in dwelling
Delectable fruits eaten to fulfillment desires
Wilfred Mellers
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My Melancholy Lamentation
You are like the wind
To hold you would be impossible
You are like the sun
For your love I’d stop a bullet from a gun
You are way too hot to handle
You are like the light that comes from a candle
You are like the clouds up in the sky
I’d jump that high, yes I would try
You are like the sands
You just seem to slip right thru my hands
You are like the rain
That washes away all my pain
You are like a bird
You’re like the sweetest sound that I’ve ever heard
You are like a star
O so close but yet so far
You are like the day
That brings forth life in every way
You take away my heart
Every time that we are apart
If only I you would love
I’d get down on my knees and thank God above
I see heaven in your eyes
When you are alone the moon cries
You mean everything to me
This is why I can’t let it be
I won’t ever push and shove
I’m begging you please return my love
Bring happiness again
You’re more than a lover, you’re my best friend
I am captured by your spell
I’d never bid thee fair thee well
For you my heart I would save
For it’s your love that I crave
I can’t get you out of my mind
For your love is an extraordinary find
If only you’d give to me
For you’d set my soul free
Love’s words can not convey
So that is why I lament everyday
Wilfred Mellers
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My Swan Song
A vision of perfection, I must stare
Your arms, legs, your body, and your hair
With you I can find happiness
You are the one I want to caress
So it was written and so it must be told
It is you I want to have and to hold
At my window sat a single turtle dove
For I don’t want to live without your love
It rains all day since you are not here
My mind is in a daze no longer I see clear
On you all the money I would spend
I love you too much to ever be your friend
Your voice seems to mess up my brain
But I can’t wait to hear it again
I love all the things that you do
That is why I can’t wait to hear from you
Good morning sadness, please go away
Times I wonder how I make through the day
Please tell me how can I release the pain?
Knowing you’ll never come home again
I’m dieing inside without you here
I hunger for your love but do you even care
Loves fire I’m still burning
For your love I’m still yearning
My heart has been wounded very badly
But my life to you I would give gladly
My joy has gone I’m in a constant sad mood
Left behind to live a life of solitude
I gave you my best, I gave you my all
On my knees for you I would crawl
My love comes in all different kinds
But for you I would have died a thousand times
From God’s grace I fell
Pain and sorrow I know them well
I can’t sleep at night any more
Heart ache is my sickness and love’s the cure
I thought that you were special that certain kind
Now crazy thoughts run thru my mind
Dark as the night, cold as the winters
Closed the door, no love longer enters
Words them to sway you I can’t find
Cause you have left me so far behind
No one loves me, no one really cares
When you look back will I still be there
I hear the angels, I hear there call
Saying it’s better to have loved than not at all
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From your love I will never recover
For you have been my one and only lover
My love freely I can never give away
I will always love you till the end of day
Darkness surrounds me now that you’re gone
Night cometh no longer the dawn
Pushed aside I’m no longer strong
For in your arms I truly belong
Remember the one that loved you no matter how you look
For my heart and soul is what you took
Young and innocent they have not a clue
So punish me but them too
Foolish is the man that thinks of no other
See the signs and remember the father
What you give is what you’ll get
For what you do one day you will regret
Wilfred Mellers
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My Sweet Desire Is
I am the fish and you my beauty the fisherman’s lure
You my debutante lifted me to heights unreachable before
You are the captain of my ship and I your chief steward amour
Surround by love safe, solid, and secure
Your beautiful lips I dream to kiss
Nothing in life could be more perfect that this
To gaze in your eyes forever is what I would wish
To leave you behind would be simply foolish
A single glance leaves me in such anguish
A true work of art that I want to publish
In ornaments of gold you I would lavish
Grown I am for me you to have would be selfish
Wearing attire in settings urban so stylish
Hip-hop vernacular yet still gorgeously girlish
Time I would spent longer than a fortnight
I burn for you a thousand degrees Fahrenheit
A life in your arms I most desire
Burning for you I now in a hellfire
A single touch is all that I require
In chambers darken passions erupts as appetites transpire
From a distance you I admire
You have set my soul completely afire
Engulfed in your flames my mind goes haywire
You are most precious gift I could ever acquire
Caught in the web I am as helpless as a fly
To linger in your arms I cannot deny
You my love, you are hotter than July
For the job as your lover, I would be the first to apply
On a Chinese jaunt me you can shanghai
To make you touch the sky I would ever try
I would never leave you on standby
Loving I have in abundance and amply supply
Your every wish I will fulfill
Please take me and do with me what you will
Your vision down my spine shedding massive chills
I your most learned student with surprising skills
Pealing grapes for you to eat
Laying dormant at your delicate feet
Desired sensations tender, sublime, and sweet
A feast to die for in the summer’s heat
Wilfred Mellers
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My Twenty-Four Plus One More
How I love twenty-five
From her hips to her lips
How I worship twenty-five
From her nose to her dainty toes
I love twenty-five
From her eyes to her thighs
I really love twenty-five
From her hair to everywhere
I admire twenty-five
From her footwear to her underwear
I live for twenty-five
Seven days twenty-four she I adore
I love and desire my twenty-five
From her hands to her fingers she’s a winner
Twenty-five is the answer to all my payers
She’s as refreshing as pure spring waters
Twenty-five has a beautiful face
The curves of her behind right down to her waistline
She is slim and neat and likes to keep things discrete
She has a great body dressed her best never gaudy
Twenty-five is so dam sexy
She’s so sweet and foxy
Twenty-five is one of the world’s most natural beauties
Can’t wait to see her booty in her panties
I love her purple, white, and black sweater
I some how know how to make her feel better
I truly love gregarious twenty-five
She is the reason I stay alive
Sweetness I find in twenty-five
In her love I can thrive
She is every beat of my heart
By the hands Michael Angelo, she’s truly a work of art
I’d give her the world if I could
In my arms to stay she should
She is like symphony from Mozart
She is love and my sweetheart
I was in love at first sight
She makes me feel that everything will be alright
Twenty-five loves her some penguins
If only down she would lay all her burdens
I love her more and more each day than the day before
Sadly I am no more than her mentor
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She needs not ask me why if she leaves me I’d die
On me my love twenty-five can always rely
Whenever she’s so far away I count the nights and days
I love twenty-five and all of her beautiful ways
I do love my twenty-five
Without her love I can’t survive
I
I
I
I

idolize you my exquisite twenty-five
beg you to take my love on a test-drive
love you till the end of everything
will save you from the pain you’re battling

I just love you so much gorgeous twenty-five
I love you ravishing twenty-five
My only wish is just one kiss
I love you, I love you, and I love you twenty-five
Wilfred Mellers
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My Vow To You
My heart takes flight every time you are near
My world becomes calm, still, and crystal clear
I’ll tell you I love you for a million years
You have taken away all my fears
Compassionate, considerate, and benign
Tender, sweet, loving, and kind
To you I could not put up any resistance
You are my all, my life, my true existence
To dishonor you I would rather die
I could never bring a tear to your eye
A life with you is my only endeavor
I will love you for now and forever

Mon voeu à toi
Mon coeur prend la fuite la chaque fois que vous etes pres
Mon monde devient calme, tout de meme et cristallin
Je vous dirai que je vous aime depuis un million d'ans
Vous avez emporté toutes mes peurs
Compatissant, prevenant et bienveillant
L'offre, le bonbon, l'amour et la sorte
À vous je ne pouvais pas relever de resistance
Vous etes mon tous, ma vie, ma vraie existence
Pour vous deshonorer je mourrais
Je ne pouvais jamais apporter une déchirure a votre oeil
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Une vie avec vous est mon seul effort
Je vous aimerai pour maintenant et pour toujours
Wilfred Mellers
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My Woman
My Woman “A wild ride of the mind Soliloquy”
To see you live in stereo would be like dieing and going to heaven
Only you can make me happy
I am happier now than I ever was
I have seen the light and it shines on me now so I don't have to be alone
I am happy that I have met you, and you are a very beautiful young woman
You must have guys knocking down your door all the time
A woman like you should never be alone
Man was made for woman and so it should be
We are one in the circle of life
To be without you is a waste of time and ones life
I had a vision of an angel on the beach and that vision was you my dear
I am grammatically challenged when it comes to finding words that suite you best
My clumsy fingers are not bad because they can compose things that can move people
sometimes but not like you have
They (my hands) can hold you, touch you, and feel things like I have never before
My hands are drummer’s hands in your band of merry minstrels
They are gentle to hold and keep you safe in your darkness hours
In your hands are the tools that make or brake down the world has we know it
My hands are yours to have and to hold
They are meant to hold you in my arms
They are meager extensions of my soul
You make my heart sing a melody not yet heard by mankind
Melodies divine that make the world sing
I would write Meaningful words that captures the spirit of true happiness
With you all things are right
You make the birds sing and the wind blow
You make the sun rise in the morning and when the sun goes down, the morning dew
cries only for you
I can only envision your smile that shines so brightly that it blocks out the sun
No one can compete with that
The heavens kneel at your feet
You are queen amongst the heavens
The stars worship you and the moon is your night light
Queen you are and goddess to all men
A simple kiss from you would set my soul free to fly amongst the stars and worship you
in a castle on high
You see how easy it would be to write words of feeling to someone as special as you
are to the world
Thank God you are a live. He has truly blessed us with your presents
We could ask for no more. When he made you he had me on his mind.
Dream dreams of contentment where to be held by you I would die in your arms.
I could so easily slip away to paradise surrounded by you love
I see your true greatness and blessings emanating from within you my queen.
You could make a blind man see and a deft man hear again
You make this old man wish for younger days
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They say that beauty is only skin deep but your beauty flows rights thru you and I can
only wish that fragment rubs off on me.
You just being you is the greatest prize of all and any man is extremely lucky could
dream of winning
You make all men weak at the knees.
Life is short and the love of a good woman is the only thing worth living for.
I will live forever just because I know you.
Words are a simple mathematical equation that proves one plus one equals me and
you
Three plus two is five, an odd number, but man and woman though two still equal one
soul
Two is an even number that shows one man and one woman are one in the eyes of
God A man and a woman or two individuals but together they are partners that equals
one individual; the circle of life and 360 degrees make a full circle
Understanding of the quadratic equations shows that all things equal out
Calculus 101 and advance applied mathematics shows you in perfect symmetry.
I know I am a bit extreme and abstract thinking, but I told you I think too much
I think about too many things at once
I think about a gentle embrace as I slip away into the night with my true love
A love so divine that it could only be heavenly blessed.
As hard as it is to believe, I am what I am. My eyes have been blessed by my princess
Can I be a minister of love in your court?
It is a small position I know, and I am not worthy of, but I fine minister I shall be.
Bless you sire and queen of all things. I am your humble servant for life
I would kiss your feet daily and rub them down with warm oil
I will message you where it is sore to bring you back in line with your queenly
character
I will worship at your alter of love
I will never stray for to do that would be a fool’s endeavor
I will lay waist to all if you so desired
If by chance you had enemies at your door, I would lay down my life for your escape
Too good I am not, but a mare servant in your court
Whatever it takes to make you happy is my only desire my queen
I am a knight of your round table.
You are worth every sentence that I write
An eternity sentence I would serve to keep you at harms length I would do proudly
I am the captain of your royal guards and sergeant major of your soldiers
Your army awaits your command
Yes I am a silly male but a male that would never fail you.
I can move mountains if you desire
Vanquish any foe; slay the dragon from your keep
I will bring down the giant that would do ill will to you queen-Dom.
If so desired, I would keep a constant eye on your realm of authority and rule by your
side as your first prime
A prime minister of your lands you’ve captured
Ruler of all things the sun shines on
Sunset will never touch your sphere of influence O’ sacred great ruler and divine
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woman
I would even skyjack a plane to be by your side
Fly me away in a metal bird, to foreign shores, to dwell in your arms tonight ever after
I will put to pen these words as your scribe and your man in waiting so you can feast
on melodies at your delight
What sweet sadness to hear the utterance of your voice so far a fringed
A life without you would lead to absolute madness, chaos, anarchy, and mayhem upon
civilization as we know it.
Wilfred Mellers
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My Woman Part 2
My woman in the morning brings me joy
In the winter she brings me springtime
In the darkness she is my illumination
The morning sunshine she is
Betray her for another? Never
The world to me she means
On cloudy days she brings me hope
No more for she is all I need
Flowing over my cup that she fills
The North Star she is that glow that guilds me home
She never surrenders under insurmountable odds
She pulls it all together for she is the one
The feelings she gives me words could never spark
Princess and my queen she is my all and all
To the bowels of hell and back I would fallow her
For her satisfaction I would do anything
More love than I can handle She gives me
For me as well she cares deeply
An eternity has passed by each moment we are apart it seems as if
I would spend it with her if I had only one moment left
Light as a feather her steps are
Graceful and neat her ways are
Beyond her years she has wisdom
I will follow her if she chooses to lead me
She is my woman and I her man
We are a pair I own her not
My better half she is
To do great things she gives me the will
Her heart I will break never
More every day She gives me
In the summer of my life she is the flower that blooms
Without seeing her face may my eyes never close
The day we met God blessed
You ever more I shall love
Without your love the world would not turn
For more no man could ever ask
Wilfred Mellers
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Never Been
I have never been to Ireland but one day I will. This is how I picture it in my minds
eye.
I love the green fields, the wondering hillsides, and the great grass meadows to the
vast shorelines of Ireland.
It is one of nature’s greatest wonders.
It is so full, rich, and ripe with history that calls out to you in the night with sweet
songs of melancholy.
These are the plains that the wind cries wallowing in the darkest of somber sleeps.
Soft yet sweet these melodies haunting songs that chills run down the back of your
spine.
Nothing more beautiful can be seen from such bony shores.
Tongue spoken lyrically as dances trolley to a jig in synchronous rhythmic syncopation.
So happy and jolly the music skips as if children playing on the sidewalk of your mind.
This my friend is Ireland and you.
Wilfred Mellers
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Now And Always
This situation I find myself in
For I have selfishly taken one on the chin
My words I shall never rescind
Casing a breeze trying to catch the wind
Up and out through my front door
Gone is my luck ever more
Like a child grasping at the sand
Granules slips right through my hand
To hold her was impossible to achieve
She once gave me something to believe
Like a can of beets sitting on the shelf
Here I am now left to myself
She never could make up her mind
Her heart she kept hopelessly confined
Seasons when she refused to leave behind
Love to me has always been so unkind
This is something that I know
She would not let her former self go
Writing on the walls I always saw the sign
To cross she would never the borderline
Love once knocked on my door
But now she knocks there no more
I lift my glass to her I’ve toasted
She was my life I once boasted
The task at hand was truly daunted
But she was all I ever wanted
Her fragrance I am truly haunted
Even still the birds me they’ve taunted
These were the best days of my life
I could’ve, I should’ve, and I would’ve made her my wife
But with me she could never be
No one left now to love only me
Her love I could never really claim
Life without her will never be the same
My love I fought hard to contain
For the love I have will always remain
I still love her more than words could ever speak
When she walked in the room my knees would go weak
The honeybees still whisper sunshine’s name
From the mountains to the hills I was ready to exclaim
I would make her laugh or cry with the words I wrote down
Her affect on me was truly profound
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She is life and the breath that I took
The precious melodies I once wrote in my songbook
She
She
She
She

is way hotter than July
can cause and egg to fry
made me sweat on the coldest of days
made my body shiver when she touched me in certain ways

I have loved her from the start of creation
She fills my wildest imagination
From dimly lit streets to darken allays
I shall love her for now and alway
Wilfred Mellers
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ODE TO YOUR GHETTO BOOTY
I need no eyeglasses to see what you got in your trunk
Lord have mercy! A big beautiful badonkadonk
The way you shake it so bootylicious
More bounce to the ounce and so damned vicious
That backside is off the chain and banging
You’ve got a brother’s pants sagging
I want to worship your tantalizing rump
Push that thing up on me and let me feel that bump
You’ve got a gorgeous bubble
I better take care before I get my butt into trouble
That big beautiful bottom
Those jeans you wear must be custom
Like a terrorist I’d hold your bottom for ransom
It looks good enough to be on a hip-hop album
I want to play on your bum like a drum
I’m begging you please O’ please give me some
You got me drooling like a dumdum
Just a sneak peak and I’ll take you to Belgium
Just a squeeze and I’ll jump any chasm
Nice, round, sweet, and simply awesome
Let me planted a seed and see if it will blossom
So much bass I’d never suffer from boredom
I’d like to make a cast and wear it as an emblem
I would lay on it from spring to autumn
Looking at it makes my groin spasm
I’d promote your bottom to saint Dom
I’d cuddly up with it and never be lonesome
I want to tear you up something fearsome
That thick booty makes my body go numb
The way it moves with so much rhythm
I would handle that booty like a hoodlum
That bumper is headed straight for stardom
Wilfred Mellers
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Out of Africa
Written by: Wilfred C. Mellers Sunday, January 27,2002
Out of paradise where I’m from
Taken down to a little island
Brought forth the fruits of civilazation
Spread it to all modern nations
Now from my home in Jamaica
Forward to America
Blinded by the color of the lights
But still denied my human rights
Sweet land of my forefather’s birth
Once we conquered the for corners of the earth
Spread modern man across these lands
With only simple stone tools in our hands
This I know and you can trust
That once all nations bowed before us
Sweet gardens home of eden paradise
Yes my friends it once was so nice
Wilfred Mellers
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Platitudinian
I so easily you can forget
Ornaments hanging and the stage was set
Forgettable I like Elliot Nest
I the 800-pound gorilla beating his chest
Fade to unfertile soil and pastures go I
Modest bohemian though I try
Disturb I no, but misdiagnosed
Traveled I from coast to coast
Winterless dawn and the spring came
Pursuant honor that comes with fame
A cold breeze blew and an autumn leaf fell
Coins tossed into a dry wishing well
Changed perspective with the passing season
Pleasantry forsaken without rhyme or reason
In the darkness I once stood
To chase the clouds away I would
Once upon a time the brightest of the stars
Baggage’s revealed your battle scars
Mixed up moods showed your attitude
Forgotten child not meaning to be rude
Once summer was all so new
Under blue skies a mockingbird flew
Freshness blew once in the air
Romance sought was once there
Now your seasons turn so gloom
Out swept my luck by a straw broom
Now the wolves bark at the moon
But better days will come home soon
360 degrees circles my cipher
A tune of new plays the blind piper
Messages coded for you to decipher
For the baby outgrow his dirty diaper
Through the joy, pain, and the laughter
The sun still shines ever after
I Sir Galahad on a white steed I mount
Down I went but not for the count
Wilfred Mellers
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Pride And Manner
Fractured now our yesteryears gone bye and bye
Hope filled romantic sullen traveler roaming aimlessly through heightened senses and
swallowed pride
My Juliet as abstract as Picasso’s painting unfinished yet I wait patiently
A lesser being would have folded long ago, but now I trod forth in the wilderness
Awaken in a dream I ponder truer meanings of my fate yet bestowed
Am I the only one left for broken morality lays dying in darkened corners?
The truth is nothing more than a lie we believe for lack of true knowledge
Trust do only those who would like to see and seek love holds a backward concept
Honesty lies in caskets wooden decaying and devoured by parasites
Lay me down now for at last I am reminisce of ancestors I fallow
Monogamy has now become a four-letter word use as an explicative
Spew the garbage lyrics from urbanites and street corner philosopher’s menacing
My love cannot be explained nor described by an adjective yet feelings I have
No foul language cursed utterance from my lips shall pass my love’s ears
I know what I treasure and your happiness comes as a priority
Though honesty maybe dead, this old fashion attitude I still posses
Suffered the innocent whose guilt judged and convicted by those wanting to eat of my
flesh
Two half-wit dance a Tango while plaid by the player on rooftops
Dancing around emotions worn for spring’s guilty pleasures of vanity sought
Sacrificed love for a refined ninny fell for May’s flower blooming brightly
Yes these are the words of the last romantic for after I no more
I maybe ancient and outdated, but love is what I know true
Out with the old–maidish and in with the new times long overdue
Extinction looms over Romeo’s head, but I shall leave you with hope for promises a
new
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Reality
Reality is something that we have to face every day
Reality is such an ugly place that one sometimes feels the need to escape it to find
center
Reality bites, but if you bite it, it will bite back even harder
You can’t escape it, it surrounds you daily
Leaving it only for a brief moment does not cure the problem
When you return the problem is still there like a house guest that won’t leave
When everywhere you’ve turned is a dead end
You must find a new path on your journey
When all you’ve tried has fail and you begin to loose hope
Never give up for there is always a tomorrow to try again
When there is no love left in your life and you become desperate
Someone is always out there that understands what you are going through
When all falls apart and you struggle to try to keep it together
Through struggle builds character
When you have lost faith and you become disenchanted
Dig deep within yourself and you will find that answers there
When you have cried the tears of a million children left only in the dark and you
wonder how this all started
Remember for every end there is a new beginning
When you look into the mirror and the reflection is no longer your own,
Light a candle to see through the dark for you will find yourself again
When no one sees you and they can’t see through the mask you are wearing
Don’t loose your identity for it is still inside you waiting to come out again
When all you have worked for falls through your hands life sand
Remember there is always someone worst off than you
When all your hopes and dreams lay rotting on a shelf and you die a little inside
Make room for new ones for life goes on
When your family is torn apart by unseen forces and you wonder what in the world just
happened
Remember when it rains it doesn’t fall on one mans house top
When frustrations fall all over you like a tidal way
You learn how to swim
When you look around you and everyone is happy but not you
Every tree will bring forth fruits in due season
When you are afraid of what tomorrow will bring
Remember that the future is the undiscovered country
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When you feel lame and unwanted
Remember that for every man there is a woman
When you feel that there is nothing left to live for
Remember there are others that care about you and miss you deeply
Life is just painful and that is what makes life interesting. Without hurt one never
learns how to appreciate what one has or has lost. Through pain comes growth.
I know it sucks but what can you do about it? It is what it is. Life is a game which we
all must play. There are some winners and some losers. To win the game you have to
remain in it to win it. Today maybe for you, but tomorrow will be for me.
Wilfred Mellers
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Requiem To Broken Dreams (love thrown away)
I sit now and write you this letter
For I feel I deserved better
Is it that you couldn’t face the day
Is it why you throw my love away
Our life had just begun
We were having so much fun
Could it be you couldn’t face the day
So you just throw our love away
Your best interest I had
Never I meant to make you sad
So you couldn’t face the day
So you throw our love away
I never meant to hurt you
I told you I would never desert you
I told you I would not lie
All I ask is that you give my love a try
You were my precious buttercup
But you said red flags went up
Now this is quit the fact
On you I never turned my back
Are you afraid to face the day
Is it why you throw my love away
I don’t know what I’ve done wrong
All I did was sing you a love song
Again alone and afraid of the dark
Broken dreams has now made its mark
Lonely corridors trod I ones more
Opportunities passed throw now a closed door
Curator now of broken hearts
Guardian of hopes lacking smarts
True lies sought for broken alibis
Pondered efforts the blind child cries
Weep no more my willow tree
Reckless decision made for you and me
For you all was not as it seemed
So goodbye to you the summer I had dreamed
Winter approaches with hurricanes thrust
Season gone without acquiring trust
Autumn looms with a chilling touch
Romance fades questioned too much
Lessons sought to lessons learned
Hands placed in fire will surely get burned
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Is that why you couldn’t face the day
Is that why you throw my love away
Shattered promises placed all in the same basket
Unstable ground shook laid now hopes in a casket
For now I’m left to face the day
For you throw my love away
Sit now and try to read
Baron soil love planted I the seed
Hollowed hearts now will bleed
Solvent soul no more I will feed
Words spoken now I heed
Blind leading the blind I will not lead
Sacrificed the day for all good deeds
lucid nights on waited needs
Could it be that I wasted the day
Did I throw my love away
A rift in time or a dimple
For now it all seems so simple
Wilfred Mellers
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Sacred Utterance Of A Fool
Sacred Utterances Of A Fool
Written by Wilfred C. Mellers Tuesday, August 12,2008
Sitting here feeling down wishing myself out of existence
Thinking nonsense heavily weighs on my mind
Heading nowhere like my life in the fast lane
In the head I suppose I am not a well person
From the bosom feeling hearts ripped
Lacking in purpose an empty shell I now am
Lost in sorrow misery dwells
Absolute zero goes on at times I fancy not well
To you I have written down sad but true my lexicon
With miniature populace I exist in a diminutive world
Maybe if I just slumber, yes for a breather I take
Restlessly it all vanishes in forty winks perhaps
Once it's all gone bye the feelings remembered
I shall then put to pen and inscribe it again
Sadness turns to madness I think too much
The Sun now sets on reality worshiped by a quirk of fate
I have lost you my dear, like so many before
To wonder this perilous land only I am doomed
Bringing forth twilight of my true contentment sought never ponder I
Happiest lying in your arms that brought forth warmness I quest
Redemption I found comforted by what I considered your love
Lost and waiting deliverance sought in my grief
Passive persuasion idiom used unsuccessfully
Carved away truth in ones own perspective
Invisible I stand to the masses passing bye
Reaching out to touch liquid beings through fingertips
Porous my hands that can never hold another
Etherized I lay on gurney not kind
Stride in my shoes and sing the blues
Travel the path I have taken
Sour to highs never taken
A flightless bird with no wings sings
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Schatz
I remember tasting lips so sweet that they drove my blood sugar level high to the sky
Sweet lips divine so to wine and dine must be a crime
So great the taste I ate till late
From front to back speech tenderly soft and pink I drink
Taint that nice tickling gently to soften moans uttered and muttered
Calm are the seas no more for sickened cured
Tasty liebling lions salute for you are so cute
Face in love I push and shove
Juices sweet and so much to eat
Meat I dine between the sheets for vegetarian I still be
Vegan I am not for I taste the spot so hot
Kitty so pretty rest on my chin I grin
It was on the tip of my tongue for songs I sung
Laps of fire was my desire taken higher
It was like dope that helped me cope
What can I say with you I lay
Thank you liebling for a magical evening
Now left to history for no more the mystery
I would not stop to think of cherry wine to drink
Lips to taste I could not waste a dropp of tender morsel
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Screaming at the Darkness
Preference:
It is funny how you can be someone’s rock when they are down and needy. You lend
an ear to their problems and their woes to bring them comfort. As soon as you show
them how you feel they can't handle it and hang up on you. Not once but 3 times.
What does that mean to you? I know what it means to me for it is self-evident. I can
be a shoulder to cry on but as I feel it as well I comfort myself for gone are my
shoulders to rely.
What are friends?
Do you know? I think I do now. The greatest thing is to know for what you don't
know, you just don't know.

Screaming at the Darkness
Written by Wilfred Charles Mellers, Friday, May 22,2009
Gone now the blue bird of happiness
Drowning now fills my world with sadness
Crazy thoughts fill my brain
Void now the blue skies to feel the pain
Four walls comforts me not
Loneliness is all I’ve got
The silence rain monsoons and hurricanes
Lost the soldier from migraines
Love fought the foolish campaign
Petrol filled with no octane
Try and try renders the same results
Screaming from far into the shadows insults
Wondering aimlessly in the dark
Striking flint that won’t spark
Feeling my way for I lost my eyesight
Here comes the rain for lack of foresight
Submerged in tears not of my making
Old are my bones arthritic and acing
Left with nothing more than memories
No happy endings to romantic comedies
Sadness walks quietly shadows hand in hand
Flavors once so sweet now taste bland
Heartache in my doorway stands
Celibacy was never considered as part of the plans
Desperately trying to hold back the flood of pain
Drenched and batter soaked through from the rain
Perspective lost for this is totally insane
Wondered and got lost down lover’s lane
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Waiting silently in darken places
Avoidance from all public spaces
Sounded the horns of retreat
Discomfort swollen trench are now my feet
Sleeping life away waiting for brighter days gone bye
Cometh the dawn the same way feelings die
Day after day nothing ever changes
Into the void happiness now plunges
Lacking all identity seeking now serenity
Existence now lack all its amenities for nothing is left but hostilities
Worn-out from a long and drawn out trench warfare’s
Happiness now blooded passes away and no one even cares
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Sealed By A Kiss 'Ode To Liz'
Chances forsaken by the chance that I will miss
Signed verdict caste fate sealed with a kiss
Futures danced on the head of a needle
For I sir knight courting so feeble
Vivacious vixen adorned in black clothing
Dancing on air while she is walking
Beautiful Looks desiring first date
Promptly showing not too late
Ladders carried working so hard
Words spoken to the knight of Covington yard
Fine like wine to dine so exciting
Golden Germanic Goddess to me inspiring
Like broiled salmon with fixings and more
Interest peaked galore to explore
Lips so sweet with a tint of pink
Fermented tonic bottled I did drink
Bass line’s thumping while bodies bubbling
Waistline touching, bumping, and grinding
On the floor the youths were whining
Music serenade eardrums I was finding
Ever-closer moments at a touch
Held tightly I hoped you don’t mind much
As the music plaid on into the night
Comforted I by the aura in low light
As minstrels plaid reggae music sweet
Melodies moved your dancing feet
Stature tall golden maiden to capture
Caught up in the moment seasoned rapture
The rains came off went the star
Drenched I walked you to your car
Conversations great and all new
Steamed windows definitely you I would do
Called I found that things may not be so right
Kisses taken way into the night
As much as I may have had a wish
Angler in my boat without a fish
A chance came for me to miss
My fate was doomed by a single kiss
The plot changed added a twist
Sorry I did not make your list
Back to Covington yard goes the knight
Dawning came the morning comforting sight
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Peddling poem wares now in Coventry
The swami told me now no chemistry
How do now tell I thought
Thinking everything jelled what I sought
In your flame I was caught
For you love I would have fought
By your glow I’m haunted
Sorry I wasn’t everything you wanted
For your love I would’ve been a glut
A shame I just didn’t make the cut
Write you now to try to regain your heart
Things now I know not too smart
It would have been great for all you know
For you’ve made my eyes a glow
I would never feed you a line
I love your smile your lisp divine
With you I saw not a question sign
How I want to make you mine
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Seansons When
A shadow loomed on my sill so blue
Through my window my bird flew
Filling my heart with such sadness
Gone sweet bird of happiness
Franticly seeking calling it back
Searching in every corner and ever crack
Sought refuge in other places
Dormant lies now my heart in stasis
My bird no longer sings me love songs
On foreign shore it now belongs
So desperately I tried
Long through the night I cried
My bird now is set free
Its voice no longer calls me
My head no longer filled with rage
It was I the one that kept it in a cage
True love was all that I had sought
I made mistakes for that’s how I was taught
Bleeding heart knows no cure
The love of my life loves me no more
My blue bird one day will nest a new
For that there is nothing I can do
With flock ling’s now domesticated
Off lings forever we are related
Days gone now by and by
Recouping I have tried
Lost all but not my footing
On my feet for I am still standing
Bittersweet sorrows lessons to learn
Burdens filled now it’s my turn
Seasons when yellow leafs fell of my tree
Gone forever now so shall it be
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She Is
Monday, April 7,2008
She’s the minerals that flows from a mountain
She’s the staff of life so I shall drink from your fountain
Now how could I ever ask for more?
She’s the one that I’ve been waiting for
No more going out I need not look no more
My world is now fulfilled my Mon Chéri amour
She’s like a dream come true for I don’t need any other
She’s the one I’ll love forever
She chased my clouds away
She turns the night to day
For all the things she can do
I’m going to spend my life with you
As the world turns all I see is you
I hope you also see me the same way too
From her love I don’t want to be saved
For her love is what I’ve always craved
Your love’s an ocean and I’m a drowning man
No one can save me so please leave me as I am
Please don’t send for me a rescue boat
Her love will always keep me a float
She sets my soul on fire
Her love lifts me higher and higher
She is the wind, the soil, even the very air I respire
She’s princes and queen, the woman of my desire
For her I’ve been waiting to exhale
She puts the wind back in my sail
I think of you every day
I think of you in every way
I think of you upon the hour
I think of you my precious flower
I think of you my mother earth
For no price could value what you’re worth
She is always on my mine
For she’s my rays of sunshine
A priceless find to discover
I will be with you forever
For every dropp of rain that falls
You will hear love’s serenading calls
I think of you and the music we can make
I think of you and a nuptial cake
She’s the sun that greets the day
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She’s the warmth that comforts me as I lay
To me she’s a beautiful sight
She’s like the moon that gleams at night
She gives me more every day
And I do hope she feels the same way
For her I would fly on one wing
She can make the angels sing
She gives me strength to carry on
And with me she’s never alone
She brings me joy and peace of mind
She is one of a kind
She’s a Godsend and she’s all mine
I could never leave her behind
She gives me my inspiration
She is the way to my salvation
I look forward to wake and she’s there to great me
When I go to sleep she’s the last thing that I see
She’s my life, my world without end
She’s a mother, a lover, and my best friend
She brings me joy and piece of mind
She’s truly one of a kind
She can make everything right she’s what I believe in
And when things go wrong she’s positively thinking
When she’s not happy the Sun refuses to shine
The stars will not shine until she’s feeling fine
I am she and she is I
She is for she is until the day we die
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S'il Vous Plaît
Please tell me why you lied
Inside my chest my heart has died
Looked me straight in my eyes
When you told me all those lies
It started on the Internet
Clandestine e-mails you would get
On your cell from dust till dawn
You’re nothing more than Satan’s spawn
Lewd pictures you would receive
Never expected you would deceive
You said it was innocent banter
Your lies struck me down like malignant cancer
I had loved you the most
To my friends I would boast
I trusted you implicitly
While you were living secretly
What were you thinking?
Blame it on the wine you were drinking
You must have been joking
Or was it something you were smoking?
Ravaging tears I was drowning
You left me here hopelessly wondering
Ponder on good reasons never you told
My heart you had to have and to mold
You broke it and through it on the floor
Stomped and flung it through the door
Inside my chest my heart was screaming
So surreal I must have been dreaming
I to you was so faithful
Never once I was ungrateful
My love was so conceptual
Much, much more than just sexual
Ten years it took now up in smoke
For granted you took and I am the joke
My hopes and dreams went down the drain
For wondering eyes you could not refrain
Thought of me on others you were grinding?
Or is this the true love you were finding
Empty words sorry I can’t relate
So I leave you now to your own fate
I was not the one that was incorrigible
You had no grasp of the intangible
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Windows closed so I can’t hear the screams
Suffered nuptials there goes my dreams
Hung my coat on a rising star
Took a chance and reached not far
Forsaken thoughts vows no longer clever
Ridiculous emotions shall I now endeavor
Au Revoir Mon Amour, my song has faded white
A featherless bird now takes flight
Souring high and way out of sight
Adieu Mon Cheri for I shall be quite alright
Wilfred Mellers
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Some Can’t Hear the Words
Written by: Wilfred Mellers, Wednesday, September 05,2001
There’s another child that’s lost their way
Living there life just for today
There’s another youth that lives on the street
They have no shoes upon there feet
They’ve lost there youth and now there’re old
Who will give them shelter from the cold?
The world is dieing there’s no love
Waiting for intervention from above
Some can’t hear the worlds just the song
Some can’t remember where they belong
Some are just blinded by the light
Some has vision but lacking sight
Head over heels they are falling
They can’t even hear that God is calling
Blinded by despair for no one cares
Just hold out your hands and he’ll be there
There’s another girl that has no home
Her stepfather won’t leave her alone
Now she’s decided to run away
Had to turn to prostitution to make her pay
She’s sole her soul, her mind, her body
She’s living a life style not to healthy
She’s got no hope for tomorrow
She living a life of pure sorrow
There’s another boy that got locked up
So he decides he’s had enough
Can’t find no work, no job, no pay
He turns to drugs to make it through the day
He said leave me alone I’m doing no harm
But look at the tracks upon his arms
Robbing and looting at the point of a knife
Last night someone finally took his life
Some can’t hear the worlds just the song
Some can’t remember where they belong
Some are just blinded by the light
Some has vision but lacking sight
Head over heels they are falling
They can’t even hear that God is calling
Blinded by despair for no one cares
Just hold out your hands and he’ll be there
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Stature Arrested Development Manifested Greatness
I can be all that you want and more
Your heart, body, and soul for me to explore
I’ll give you more than you need galore
Just open your heart and close the bedroom door
Let me discover landscapes if you don’t mind
Sight you surely can give to me the blind
Given to you a therapeutic massage
Sensuality I’ll give in barrage
Intimacy I’ll never ever sabotage
My world and yours blend as a collage
Figures entwined as a montage
Placed upon your breast my corsage
Let me take you places unbridled and unbound
Let me teach you secrets so profound
Cradled in my arms tranquil bliss
Emotions felt now sealed by a kiss
Passionate thoughts now you’re aware
Delight mi armoire for us to share
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SUBLIME SMILING FACE
SUBLIME SMILING FACE
(Inspired by Lisa Casagrande)
Written by: Wilfred Mellers, (Deh Bagwa Shashmani Swami) , Tuesday, October
27,2009, @ 11: 00 AM

Through the daily monotony and rat race
There’s nothing more alluring than the smile on your face
From my memories you I cannot erase
Your smile is like a cozy affectionate embrace

Your flawlessness cannot be replaced
So gorgeous your eye-catching smile should’ve been showcased
My steps backwards to you I shall retrace
More precious you are than documents in God’s briefcase

Your radiant smile takes me back to my birthplace
To Caribbean seas I’ve packed my bags and my suitcase
Passion fruit, Coconuts, pineapple, and drinks mango based
Incognito to Hedonism Resorts Jamaica we’ll be effaced

Your delicate smile takes me to a special someplace
I can be found somewhere between time and space
Precious you are like a 12th century Chinese vase
Gleaming are my eyes, as your exquisite figure stands unadorned by the staircase

Squeezing you tight on white sands for I am the scapegrace
Skin so soft to the touch for you taste sweeter than sucrase
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On a Darken beach I lay as my garments now you unlace
In the distance sweet Jam Rock reggae plays to drum and bass

Vanished now are all my woes in Montego Bay without a trace
Snuggled I am drifting away in Dunn’s River Falls in a chaise
To be in Negril in the presents of your ravishing smile I’ll make haste
You till the end of time your stunning smile I’ll chase

All suitors I will outpace
All men I will outrace
I’ll place a no fly zone around your airspace
A million eunuch to guard you just in-case

In diamond and gold box your lovely smile I’ll encase
Forever I’ll dwell in your loving grace
Your statuesque smile of love I’ll never misplace
All this and more for your sublime smiling face
Wilfred Mellers
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Sweet Jamaica
Jamaica, Jamaica! Fly me away so I can feel your sweet embrace once more. How I do
long to be in your arms once again to feel your heat up against my body. Fly me away
on down to your sweet paradise. I want your lips kissing my cheek, your warm shores
wrapped around me, and your sea melting away my pain. I want to stroll along your
narrow streets; I want to behold your picture perfect sunsets. I want to lie in your
warmth and hold you as I slumber. Make me feel safe and wanted once more.
Jamaica, Jamaica! I said farewell so long ago. I miss you so much now. Sweet is your
memory to me. In my solitude I ponder your memory. So long ago and so far away
you are to me. I want to smell your sweet perfume in the air. I want to see your
gentleness swaying in a mystical caribien wind. Gentle are your curves so womanly and
majestically. I want to see the sun rise as we are naked to the world. Your gentle rain
beckons me back to the place I feel most at home. Home is where the heart is and my
heart eternally is with you.
So long ago you left me and life does not seem the same. Take me home to greener
pastures, ferny hills, fertile soil, and your fruits abundant. Plant me in your soil and
relieve my pent-up frustrations once again even if it’s only for a brief moment’s
pleasure. Let me run my hands aside your sandy shores. Let me play in your fields of
exciting delight. Allow me to return to the place of my birth. Let me taste you fruit
once more before I lay all my burdens behind me. Fulfill me for the last time as I walk
alone in the shadows of my own mortality.
Jamaica, Jamaica! How it saddens me not to be with you any more. My heart screams
for you day and night, you possess my dreams, and you are the keeper of my soul.
Your curvy roads set my soul afire. The sandy mound you possess I want to climb
again. Let me swim in your ocean and recapture my youth. I don’t long to be in
yesterday. All I want is to live again. Leave me no more unhappy as I am for you.
Lonely is the night of my solitude.
Jamaica, Jamaica! You are like a beautiful woman with your long black hair flowing in a
mid-summer breeze. Your earth is your tender brown skin pressed gently against mine.
Your eyes reflect your torques spirited seas. Your lips are the hibiscus plant. Your voice
is the sweet sounds of the humming bird. Your mouth is the voice of generations past.
Your body so perfectly curvaceous that is sets the sun a blaze. You are the soul that
makes many loose control of there faculties.
Let me get lost in your arms once more for old time sake. Jamaica it is so true that I
love you. What more can I ever hope for. From once I came shall I return to thee.
Closer I want to be. Closer and closer to thee shall I ever be. Your perfume wraps in
me in your ascents. Fly me away so I can come on down.
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TEARS FOR THE DYING (D0 YOU REMEMBER)
“Do you remember? ”
I have come to realize that you don’t have a clue
You have not a clue to why I’ve stopped talking to you
It is simply for I have no choice
The pain is too great when I hear your voice
Inside the hunger and the pain is killing me
Knowing you and I will never more be
The mails you write brings me grief
For the hurt there is just no relief
Without you life is too unfulfilling
Distancing now myself I am now willing
Please to these words do not deserve responding
For I cannot stand the thought of us never belonging
This morning I awoke in tears
For me now no one cares
Me lying with arms open wide
Dreaming you were by my side
Reaching out to give you an embrace
But you vanished without even a trace
No longer now can I kiss your face
Between us now such distance and too much space
Sadden eyes dies lacking an opinion
Chances gone now of any chanced reunion
So I try to hide the pain that’s calling
But the tears I cry descends like hurricanes falling
Wishing you were here with me
For all I have now are memories
Thoughts of the time we once shared
Thoughts of the times you once cared
Two birds of the same feather thoughts of us being
Visions of you were all I was ever seeing
How you have forgotten how I stayed with you in the hospital all night
You have forgotten how I held your hands till the morning light
You have forgotten how I prayed that you would feel better
You have forgotten how my love would stand all inclement weather
You have forgotten how to me you were my one and only treasure
Remember
Remember
Remember
Remember
Remember
Remember

how by your side I stayed
how it matter not to me how much you weighted
how I said I loved you the way you are
how I said you were my shining star
how I said you’re beautiful with or without glasses
I attended with you all the lama’s classes

Remember me sitting by you and my reaction
Remember me coaching you through each contraction
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Remember
Remember
Remember
Remember

me staying up until you gave birth
me saying you were the greatest on earth
how hard it was to take our child’s first picture
thinking in our lives a child being a fixture

Remember
Remember
Remember
Remember
Remember
Remember

the
the
the
the
the
the

days of laughter and fun
days when our lives had just begun
days of you loving me and me loving you
days do you?
time I chased you around the house
time when you were my spouse

Remember the days for I remember them all
From your grace was such a great distance to fall
I remember how you made me feel ten foot tall
I remember being in your arms feeling so small
I remember the time when it was just you and I
Do you remember the tears I have cried?
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

you
you
you
you
you
you

remember
remember
remember
remember
remember
remember

how worried I was the night you didn’t call?
me saying you were my all?
driving to the mall to escape the summer’s heat?
when we thought life was so sweet?
how I would defend you till the better end?
being more than just a lover for you were my best friend?

Do you remember anything at all?
Goodbye to sweet memories
Birds in the trees no longer sing for thee
The sun no longer shines for me
The moonlight shines now for other lovers
Nothing left in this world to discover
You have gone and moved on
So must I for I have to try
But for now inside I die
So to my first true love and friend goodbye
Wilfred Mellers
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The Beast
The beast by no better name called love
I’m so much alone
I’ve got no one to call my own
How I want to pick up the phone
And call you sometimes
In the mirror I steer
But I see no one there
Does any really cares
I’m so lonely I could die
I’d forget you if I could
But now forgetting does me no good
How I wish you would come on home
You never took the time to realize
That without you my heart dies
How could you leave me so lonely
I find it hard to carry on
Now that love has gone
I have made such a mistake
Nothing will ever be the same
I plaid a foolish game
Now I’m hear all by myself
How could this ever be
When you left you took the better part of me
But I know I have to let you go
If I could take back yesterday I would
To slay a dragon I could
Only if you would come back to me
Just a chance to hold your hand
I could be that better man
But you look at me with so much scorn
Inside I’m a hollow shell
My soul has died and gone to hell
Seeing you no longer want to be with me
Belittle spirit in despair
Look at me if you dare
And you will see I have nothing left to live for
For what you’ve done I can forgive
For without you I can not live
Every day I live is a lie
To steel a star I would try
A greater treasure I could never find
To me your love is so divine
I’d pay the devil to make you once more mine
The highest mountain I would clime
Just to hold one more time
How can I apologize for the past
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Mine eyes are open at last
I can finally see clearly now
So I must win you back some how
It might take me forever
Loving you I can stop never
When God calls me home and puts me to the test
I will pass knowing that I tried my best
So I write you this simply letter
Knowing that I could have done better
For the time we’ve spend together
These memories I will treasure
As the sun rises in the east
My heart was slain by the beast
The beast by no better name called love
Wilfred Mellers
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The Elegant Fruit
Paradise lies between her thighs.
No need to question why
Her love I got to try before I die
Spread like the river Nile
Sleek, luscious in bonny profile
Hidden from view in silken wardrobe landscaped in a stubble canyon
Draped by ferny sprouts cut in style Portuguese neat
Unadorned speaking to me in dialects I listen carefully
Flowers bloom in seasons due facing of the butterfly
No longer from my eyes forsaken beauty’s fondness
I adore to absolute its lack of consistent uniformity
No painting picture perfect truth in concepts beholding I never
Gauguin, Rembrandt, Monet, Van Gough, could not capture grace so splendid
Given an ear to linger aimlessly casting ones eyes on my deliverance
Caught in your flame dazzled eyes outreach yearning scents desirable
Glancing diligently gaze mystified by such beauty I tremble for chance one touch
Shakespeare would be at lost for words to descried such magnificent pondering
Lotus flower opening sends sensations downward spine travels chills inspiriting
Vanilla floats the man in the boat not yet sunken treasure possessed by you
As motions turns yond gentry stabilized footing resist oceans turbulent seas
Graceful the folds that hold back gentle tides savored auspicious lips bearing east to
west
Apart persuaded by fingers nimble reveal fruit of heavenly body
Sights so gallant causes emotions lifted skyward bound
At rest ones head lay between caverns so majestic sends new sensation warm
Cerebral cortex inflames only to the satisfaction of an injection
Glands swollen that speech apparatus utters nonsense aloud
I stumbling and mumbling for eyes cannot me moved
Knees fall from inflamed feet as her majesty promoted to goddess of the morning
Knees almost buckling from such sights of glamour bestowed
Once again castaway to silk coverings smile the valiant knight
The mere pleasure found mine eyes seeing the glory of it all
Reaffirming life’s beginning revealed mother earth to her loyal subject
Panting from such excitement in utter disbelief silent sounds loud roar
Haven been privy to a miracle of creation ones lips run dry
Nothing more beautiful can be beheld nor made by man for perfect incarnate
So, what truly lies between her thighs?
The beginning, the middle, and the end of creation
Priceless flower of pedestals gentle sweet in pinked state
She has it all but yet not knowingly for thoughts compromised
Eyes now opened to the prize she cries tears of joy
Magnanimous appreciations given now to the butterfly
Wilfred Mellers
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The Evocation
Old fool who I knew so well
Damn your soul now straight to hell
Soiled are your hands from the blood you’ve spilled
Sacrificed your soul for the innocents you’ve killed
The love you’ve sought not from any human being
Lives ran through your fingers for the pain not seeing
Gave the Devil his well deserved due
In his clutches now for he’s got you
The breath of life no more can be tasted
To the bowels of purgatory your life you’ve wasted
Dark was your heart fill with hate
To find the truth for you it’s far to late
Lessons now you’ve never learned
Love of the world you’ve always spurned
For humanity you had no concern
Forever in perdition your soul will burn
Sacrificed to a sacred cow
Brimstone and fire burns you now
On tranquil seas your spirit won’t float
For the prayers you gave was to an unholy goat
Sorrows we have not on your demise
Tears won’t fall for fruitless exercise
Legions possessed you and fill you from within
Coursed souls absorbed by eternal sin
You deserve everything you’ve gotten
For deep within you are truly rotten
Maggots now devour you whole
Rotting flesh festers in the ground cold
You fiend, rest you not in peace demon seed
Disagreeable scoundrel lost in your own greed
For all the lives you’ve treated cruel
The desolate one fans the flames with fuel
For you never treated me well
So goodbye and strike the church bell
To the dark side your spirit will dwell
No more to breath the stench of your foul smell
Mourning for you would be quite contrary
We will sing songs, dance, and be truly merry
We will drink spirits and spill none on your grave tonight
From now on all in the world will be right
Sorry for you for you won’t be there
No longer about you we have to care
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All we have left are bad words about you to cuss
Gone is the fouled monster that once loomed over us
Wilfred Mellers
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The Flower By Any Other Name
Standing with my back to the wall
Surely no one on me will call
Came and angel with sweet vocalizations
Sparked such satisfying conversations
As I gazed deeply inside I cry
Your eyes so stunning for those I would die
One touch sends me heaven bound
I could barely utter a sound
My eyes now bright and gleaming
Could it be that I am not dreaming
Frozen standing I knew not what to do
For the first time I had no clue
Could it be that a beauty sees me
Most wonderful creature living in DC
From Wisconsin you came into my day
Forever in my life I hope you will stay
Thank God you came into existence
From you I could never put up any resistance
Someone I can finally now relate
Could be a coincident or fate
Every text I now anticipate
Feelings now I cultivate
So much about you I want to know
So many things to you I could show
I would breach any fortress to find you
I would swim any sea to be with you
Ascend mountains high I would scale
With you by my side I could never fail
Dragons I would vanquish and lay at your feet
I would lay my jacket over puddles so you can cross the street
Gourmet suppers prepared for you to dine
Sipping on champagne and fine aged wine
You are my blue bird of happiness
For only you I want to kiss and caress
You will always finish first in any contest
For you are nothing more than simply the best
Wilfred Mellers
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The Mix
Vanilla, strawberry, chocolate hot
These flavors I crave a lot
Peaches, pecans, pralines so sweet
Cookie dough, mint I like to eat
Headed downward tastes I savor
I know not which I do favor
Pineapples, bananas with whip cream from a tap
These to be consumed from between the gap
Delicacy I like all these to put to the test
Especially when laid upon your chest
Areola covered by caramel is the trick
Gently fondled as I lick
Covered by chocolate as you know
Circles made from neck to toe
Bottoms up as candies I place
Around turned forward now I face
Macadamia nuts and vegan chocolate chips
All these gobbled from your hips
Honey used but you like it not
Did you thing that I forgot
Vanilla sky essences tasted so nice
Soybean, rice milk my Italian ice
Chickpea Saut that covers her rice
Curry, tarragon, basil and you the spice
You my queen are the Carte du jour
I will have you like chasseur
Parfait, passion fruit, and a Mango
Devoured from dusk down I go
Flowers bloom as leafs blossom
For you my dear is simply awesome
Bodacious vanilla a banquet I have dined
For sweet is the time I took you from behind
For where once parted lips were mine
A mouthful swallowed all the plum wine
Noir the knight I am and you are the lait
All was eatable and so all I ate
Wilfred Mellers
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The World in Crisis
Hear my voice O father and deliver us from all evil
All they want to do is bring forth crosses on God’s people
Hear my voice as I call on you today
Give us the courage come what the future may
All the fussing and fighting instead of uniting
A holy crusade but they are not wining
Is this the end or just the beginning?
What you call righteous is nothing more than sinning
Arm in arm they take up arms against a so call friend
So it was in the beginning so it shall be in the end
My hands are clean and heart is pure
Modern society I want it no more
Math and science the next generation fails
While the government covers their eyes with vials
Is this an illusion or just a fairytale?
Destroying Mother Nature on a global scale
From Bagdad to Afghanistan one thing I don’t understand
In caves they creep yet still can’t find one man
Every man has a right to choose their own destiny
How in the world do you think you can choose what’s best for me
How the battle goes is from your point of view
Many die, we know not why, but yet someone knew
Liberate and subjugate to bring forth democracy
By the bullet to gain our autonomy
Back away with your wicked intentions
Go away with your evil inventions
You ask me if it’s worth fighting for
How would you like it if I came and kicked down your door?
To leave well enough alone would have been for the best
You come rattling sabers and beating on your chest
Look at what you left us in; it’s worst than dog’s mess
The price we now pay could have been much less
Your foot is stuck in something you can’t pull out
Guns blazed your path; you should’ve taken another rout
You should’ve stop to think before opening your fat mouth
You should’ve stayed home for that their’s no dough
Your words have no meaning they lack integrity
Every promise you’ve made ended in hostility
Credibility is what you have no more
Jaw’s dropp when bodies sway and hit the floor
To educate is what you used as an invitation
To never let on was your intention
Open wounds and flies infest the sores
Sacrificed the child while oil runs to western shores
The winds of war blows on the ocean you sail
Nuclear holocaust on a global scale
Loose are the dogs of war, and the battle has already begun
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Looting and shooting for civilization is done
Wilfred Mellers
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THIS WORLD I BID GOODNIGHT
THIS WORLD I BID GOODNIGHT
Written by: Wilfred Mellers, Tuesday, October 27,2009 @ 12: 37 AM
No one cried the day I died for they didn’t see it coming
Wept no one for the despondent son for now lays sleeping
The hand was dealt and things were felt could not I overcome
No longer could he cope with the lost of hope and never was he bunkum
Slowed now the sprinter as autumn turns to winter
Aged eyes now the squinter wedged in flesh a splinter
Drew his last breath for vigilance was death
Creepy crawlers always lurking for nothing was truly working
Gave up his life work as he slowly went berserk
Deep in murk the fool, the jerk dwelling in the middle of the cirque
Lost in the network and unanswered questions by the salesclerk
On his face never wore a smirk so he falls on his dirk
A good man it was said but voices spoke in his head
His heart truly bled as barely he slept in a bed
Sleepless eyes run red as the life he shed
Once stood in good stead philosophy no longer to spread
Never lied, never tried inside wanting to hide away
Arguments heated but never he cheated molding he did the clay
Fish wrapped in tinfoil, curry will spoil, and a house full of such turmoil
In a basement to toil as emotion they boil for now chicken fries in hot oil
Raining the day plays the band of drum and fife
Never accomplished all he wanted in his life
Deeply cut the wounds from love’s knife
Agony, struggling to pain and strife
Funny how it seems so clear as I look back on the yesteryear
Legs are weak, my voice seldom I speak for defend I cannot hear
Passed by the parade for my bed has already been made
As the music start to fades all debits are finally paid
No longer putting up a fight for dawn has turned to twilight
Trees have fruits that are blight as the bedbugs always bite
Life no longer excite for all is not alright but I fight on despite
Words I cannot recite but I was always polite
Never I took flight and no one I spite
Danced for your delight, as the grand jury wanted to indite
Taken to such a height to extinguish flames once fire could ignite
As conflagration burns bright the campsite, fears the counselor wanted to incite
No longer stuck and held up in a jam they sacrificed the sacred lamb
For those who never really gave a damn, I am who I am
Pandemonium seize then night I shall not be so contrite
Longing no longer for the limelight and to this insanity I bid goodnight
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TO YOU I BID ADIEU
Okay, I know I said that was the last one, but this idea came to me and I had to get it
down. Kind of a release from the past. I Realized how I was such a fool. We all make
stupid mistakes sometimes and never realize how foolish we were. I went looking for
something unprepared and found what I wasn't really looking for, but at the time it just
seemed right. Sometimes right is just so wrong. I learned a valuable lesson this year.
Another one for the books. I will not forget this one quite so easily. I can't promise
that I won't make more mistakes for that is the way of life. You live, you learn, and
hopefully you won't make the same mistakes again and again. I believe now I am
ready for the world again. I have just seen the light and the past is now that past. I
am good with it now I hope, or that is what I have been saying to myself, I hope I
won't make those mistakes again; but if I do, then so be it. Man what a ride. What a
ride. Solid!

TO YOU I DIB ADIEU
Written by: Wilfred Mellers (Deh Bagwa Shashmani Swami) , Wednesday, October
28,2009 @ 5: 35 PM
I
I
I
I

saw your recent memories online
needed to see to make up my mind
am now ready to let it all go
will be much better off now I know

It was hard coming to this decision
Love was truly my only religion
I had giving you the upper hand
You took it all, turned, and then ran
It is fine now for I am good
I did that best that any man could
I gave my all and got nothing in return
I see now you’ve let old bridges burn
I needed this to make everything all right
For the deaf now hears, and you’ve given the blind sight
Now I understand that everything was such a lie
You can go now and be well with your guy
No tears will come for you to my eyes
No more shall I have dreary darken skies
From the ashes now the phoenix rise
The dawn meets greet a morning surprise
It’s cool; you certainly had your fun
For you your lonely road has just begun
As for me, now I am finally done
Cast you know out of my Eden
My heart still beats needing some new repairs
One day you’ll find no one else compares
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I will not be left down and despairing
For another my heart is now preparing
From greater heights I have fell
No longer I under your spell
A good lesson now I’ve learned well
You are not worth it, I now can tell
From the heavens I thought you befell
From my heart now you I expel
The coffee burns hot and started to smell
Someone new will now ring the doorbell
I was so stupid like a barbell
I knew you would leave for I am the dumbbell
No longer do you have to walk on eggshells
The earth no longer moves nor my heart swells
Distinguish the Don of the cartel
The lioness snarled as she ate the gazelle
Fireside burns amber to a hollow Noel
Tired eyes look now so unwell
Words assured and so compelling
Erroneous assumptions uttered soup was selling
Dashed aside dreams by nuclear bomb shelling
Accurate forecasting the crystal ball foretelling
Summing it up in a nutshell
You truly put my heart through living hell
Sincerity, you’ll never win a Prize Nobel
Colors you changed from navy blue to something pastel
No whiteout on a darken inkwell
Rain resistant eyes tears now repel
You have your stories now you can tell
Friends no longer for this our last farewell
Wilfred Mellers
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Transformation Extraordinaire
For this I know, it was not so long ago I met a captivating butterfly
On its journey by and by perched this butterfly on my windowsill
Beautiful the butterfly to my eye brought a tear I dry
Every waking moment I tried to spend with my friend the butterfly for which I had
fallen
Colors so great of interest I could relate to the magnificent butterfly
Day in day out time without a doubt moments spent the striking butterfly
Morning rendezvous I spent with you my gorgeous butterfly of love so true
Anything I would try for you I would die for my vivacious butterfly
Having you was paradise for things were so nice my delightful butterfly
Never showing your true colors I loved you like no other enchanted butterfly
Till that day it all went away for alterations came to the exuberant butterfly
Metamorphosed and modify to the butterfly into a dragonfly
Where went my butterfly I asked why turn I to the dragonfly
Buzzing at my ear without a care wisp the dragonfly
Messages no longer conveying, nor in one place staying, dashed the dragonfly
Time spent so rare but I still cared for the beautiful butterfly within
I saw less and less of the dragonfly busy so I cried for my transformed butterfly
Fit no longer like a pair of gloves for me the dragonfly no longer loves
Pushed to the side arms open no longer wide I wept for the revolutionized butterfly
To hard to handle and to hard to control flew the amended dragonfly away
No longer fluttering in the air, nor self aware, was my butterfly extraordinaire
And in the end the dragonfly changed again into a furious polar bear
Loss to time a love one of a kind, my stunning butterfly to the past was committed
This is a born sin for love I cannot win arrested dawn flew olden times gone by
A lesson well learned that money should be earned my tantalizing butterfly of old
A butterfly is nothing more than a bug incapable of love my eccentric butterfly
Separate paths now seeking of faith no longer believing my outrageous butterfly
These things I didn’t anticipate, nor could I relate, to rest went the troubled butterfly
I sit now and ponder, from time to time I wonder, what went wrong with my lovely
butterfly?
Alone once again without my best friend, gone my love the butterfly
No more spellbound is the night, to the bear no more I shall fight for tomorrow as risen
a new
On to the ever after for now gone is fun and laughter for my butterfly was nothing
more than a mere dream
A vision at best, but it doesn’t mean I love you any less, for the day now draws to a
silent slumber
Wilfred Mellers
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True Confessions
My Confession
Written by Wilfred Charles Mellers Monday, April 14,2008
Let me make this perfectly clear
While I whisper in your ear
These things you must know
Let me say this before I go
This may bring to you some concerns
But for you my heart truly burns
To have you in my arms to possess
Passions concealed I must confess
My thoughts are filled with love of late
For your enclosure I want to penetrate
Nothing taboo I’d try them all
I want to breach the peach skin wall
Deeply I gaze in your brown eyes I stare
While slowly removing your underwear
You are the flower that I want to devour
In your room or in your shower
I would savor the taste upon my face
Trapped between the hour, reality, and space
Time I take and not a second haste I make
For the body eats as strawberry cake
I would handle the case and not a dropp I waist
Every joyous minute flavors vanilla’s taste
All will come to past if you let me
For deep in your love I want to be
From the sides to the center
This I do before I enter
Phallic tool does an amazing stunt
When taken from the back right to the front
Gluteus medius to maximus djembe drum plaid
Sensual strikes the sound cries softly made
Rhythms of syncopation cadences march my hands
Hot oils rubbed gently on barren lands
Brazilian waxed cleaned the service prepared with care
Explosive the membrane to enter if I dare
A moment’s passion became so clear
Heaven’s gates I was taken there
Diabetes dilute sweetness no more
Sweat embraced the body’s excitement the cure
Spelunking moisten cavern’s fingers ascertain
Seduction complete tighten flower flow like rain
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Twisting and turning as the fire is burning
Discovering the spot now I am learning
Calling out for more satisfaction
Curling my back to each reaction
Harder and harder now I’m changing position
Soft on the sofa your bottom is the cushion
Circles made from mine to your hips
Tasted wine once upon my lips
Plunging reverse from interior back to the top
You cry out “mercy please don’t stop”
Gallantly riding to make an impression
Bodies move in timing to a wet sensation
Impaling till almost unconsciousness
Working the loins till almost numbness
Laboring intensely doing all I could
It hurts so nice, so well, so good
Crying out from love’s hot injection
Moaning and screaming near completion
Scratching of the flipside the nails are working
Holding on so tightly while you’re releasing
“That was so great” words are spoken
In context your words are taken
Bodies wet and needing of cleaning
Was it all real or was I just dreaming
Goodness gracious let be not my imagination
Lift me from this awkward frustration
Longing for the legs opened wide once again
Member wants to come now inside my friend
Fairytales no longer will be told
I want to be inside from the cold
Your body I want to have and to hold
Kissing and hugging your body I mold
Wilfred Mellers
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Turtledoves Now Cries
My findings are now lost in time
I will have to wait until next lifetime to find again
Gone now like the seasons
Dashed ashore by the tides of change to be smashed against the rocks of time
Gone out of my life love taken true
Winds beneath my sails are now calm as the sea in late July
My words of melancholy now fall on deaf ears
Sacrifice the moments gone bye
New days has dawned and behind left the soul of my true content
Ever more I should try before I die
Desists yet my wondering soul for I have lost true love gone bye
Wait no more for my heart has been plundered
My dreams dashed and pillaged I seek no more in vein
Trod on lonesome soldier for tomorrow was never promised to I
Left now are memories of days spent in my happiness
Disillusion is what I see for my tender years to come
Woe for I miss the days when life zest blossomed specially
Years so precious can never renew
Forged alliances now in dismay
The hour is upon us all now
No longer for the taking for turtledoves now cries
Wilfred Mellers
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We Complimented Each Other Very Well
You believed in me as I believed in you
We complimented each other so well
When my back was against the wall
You brace me from my fall
In my darkest hour
You were my strength, my power
You gave me courage to keep on pushing through
Despite some thing’s I’ve done
You said that I’m the one
That makes your life whole and complete
We
We
We
We

complimented
complimented
complimented
complimented

each
each
each
each

other
other
other
other

very well
and the whole wide world could tell
that I’m shore
and you were the one that I adore

Most people said we belong together
We complimented each other so well
Inseparable and you couldn’t pull us apart
You have a special place in my heart
With you I was never alone
You just call I would be right home
You’d be right there to help me make it through
When we are old and gray
From your side I’d never stray
You have made my life whole and complete
For my love for you will never end
For you were my best friend
No gift as precious I could ever find
For you were so warm, tender, and kind
Your light no more shall I see
But in my heart you’ll always be
The storm is over piece may you lay
For tomorrow for you a brighter day
Go forth my beloved into the light
For now everything will be all right
Dream a better dream for you are in a better place
Come now the dawn I must face
Your memory will linger with me forever
For your sweetness I could forget never
You were there when I needed you most
Now I lift my glass to you to toast
I will miss you each and every hour
For you were my strength and my power
Wilfred Mellers
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Wednesday 7,2009
Wednesday, October 7,2009
Are you for real, or just a figment of my imagination?
Could you be the one I’ve been searching for all my life?
Are you just a dream I dreamt once awaken in tears
Are you the vision I am holding onto so desperately?
Your
Your
Your
Your

eyes captivate my soul as a look into them
lips like cherry wine that fountain I want to drink from
skin so silky smooth glowing in the evening sky
hair shiny as the goddess of the night you are

Is it nothing more than a chance meeting?
Has fate raised its head smiling on me once more?
Has hope once again come knocking at my door?
Are bluer skies once again to shine light into my dismal world?
Please don’t be an illusion, a mirage for long I’ve spent in the desert
You are an oasis unseen coloring my world with your magical touch
You are paradise on earth for unsurpassed beauty never I’ve seen before
You are the light to still the savage seas to calmer shores to bring
Pinch me for I must be dreaming illicitly
If I am dreaming, don’t wake me for Nirvana I’ve truly found
If my eyes should never open again, I have seen god’s greatest creation
No more shall I wonder effortlessly in the wilderness of life
I
I
I
I

beg you, please, please, be real for my heart cannot stand the pain
want nothing more than to hold you for the rest of my life
want to kiss you passionately like no other before
want to fill your days with enchantment and joy everlasting

I
I
I
I

will
will
will
will

be hopelessly under your spell and filled with devotion
bring you neither harm nor fear for you I will always care
worship the very ground you walk on
be your hippie for you are the drug I want to be hooked on

I
I
I
I

will
will
will
will

be grateful just to breathe the same air as you
move mountains out of your way
cross great distances to be by your side
vanquish any foe that is an obstacle to your happiness

I
I
I
I

will
will
will
will

give my immortal soul for your embrace
be the court jester to put a smile on your face
walk across molten lava just to drink of your lips
dance in the fiery flames of Hades just for your amusement

This I swear as an oath to you, I shall never want another
I will kiss your lips and touch you gently for you are my world
The earth shall stand still and the rivers will flow at your whim
I will make you feel like the goddess and the queen of all desires
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O’ please, please, please be real for you are a dream come true
My heart will no longer beat for another
Every beat my heartbeats is for you my sole desire
With you by my side, the world would melt away as I spend my days with you
Wilfred Mellers
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WHAT AM I
I
I
I
I

am the one that light cannot escape
rip organic things from atom to atom
am the beginning and the end
devour time and worlds

I
I
I
I
I

am death to everything
was there in the beginning
will be there when it all ends
give and then take it all away
am black as the darkest night

My core is so dense that a teaspoon weights more than the planet earth
I am so strong that light cannot escape me
I am gravity gone wild
I am super and colossal
My hunger cannot be quenched
I am the fire that burns to aches
I feed on all things great and small
I am the harvinger of things to come
I build and then destroy
My vastness cannot be calculated
I spin everything around
I will make you and then break you
I am the darkness
I am all things and everything
You cannot resist my pull
I cannot be overcome
I am death to all stars
I am dynamic in motion
I
I
I
I

am the force that makes worlds collide
bring it all together just to tear it all apart
have no emotions nor do I have any fears
give just to take it away again

I
I
I
I

am the reaper of matter dark and light
am futility incarnate
am fear with a dark heart
know no compassion

I cannot be reasoned with
I cannot be summarized
My structure cannot be measured conventionally
I am the force that goes bump in the night
I am physics quantum and subatomic
I am the greatest force in nature
What Am I? I am your end
Wilfred Mellers
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What is a Friend?
True
True
True
True

friends
friends
friends
friends

will never let each other down
will tell each other when they are right or wrong
listen to their problems without casting judgment
are never afraid to tell you like it is

A
A
A
A

true
true
true
true

friend
friend
friend
friend

knows when to say no
will never flop you
will be supportive of all you do
will be there to dry your weeping eyes

A
A
A
A

true
true
true
true

friend
friend
friend
friend

will lend a shoulder for you to cry on
cares how you are doing
cares about your day-to-day life
always calls and checks up on you

A
A
A
A

true
true
true
true

friend
friend
friend
friend

gives of himself/herself without asking for anything in return
would not lend you money but give you whatever they can
may argue, fuss, and fight with you but will always be there for you
forgives you for your shortcomings

A
A
A
A

true
true
true
true

friend
friend
friend
friend

will come to your aid no matter what time of day it is
doesn’t wait to hear from you to make the first call
just calls to chitchat with you
is like a Godsend in times of perils

A
A
A
A

true
true
true
true

friend is always welcoming
would give you the coat off their backs
friend knows enough is enough
friend will be by your side when you need them the most

A true friend will run an intercept or blockage for you
True friends will CYA for each other
True friends knows that this world wasn’t promised to us
True friends make the best of a bad situation
True friends keeps each others secretes
True friends keeps no secretes from one another
True friends share each other’s lives
A true friend is forever
Are you a true friend?
Ask yourself that question
Can you be a true friend?
Do you deserve a good friend?
There are no goodbyes in life, just hellos
Hello friend
Wilfred Mellers
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What Is Love
Love
Love
Love
Love

is
is
is
is

a
a
a
a

malignant cancer. If you don’t root it out it will infect the entire body
possession by an evil spirit. Not properly exercised will devour your soul
heart attack. Not treated in time and you will die from it
bad car accident. You need the Jaws of Life to free you from it

Love is kidney failure. Without dialysis you won’t make it
Love is a paper cut. Small but it hurts like hell
Love is similar to snow. Beautiful to look at but yet you will slip, fall, and break
something
Love is ice. Cold to the touch but yet will set you on fire
Love is a disease. Best to be avoided at all cost
Love is a STD. You think you’ve found the right one and (POW!) it gives you
something for life
Love is a four-letter word like any other expletive
Love is a vampire. It sucks you dry and leaves you hollow inside
Love is
there
Love is
Love is
Love is

a pain that matters not how many anti-inflammatory you take the hurt is still

Love
Love
Love
Love

a fait worse than death for it comes back to hunt you
a condemned house that should not be lived in
water in the sun. It evaporates quickly
the spawn of Satan. It should be sacrificed on a holly alter.

is
is
is
is

a road block used to catch psychopaths that has escaped from mental facilities
a hemorrhoid. It gets you right in the end
having an itch that you just can’t seem to scratch

Love is
Texas
Love is
Love is
Love is

a beast that will rip you to shreds and leave you as empty as an oil field in

Love
Love
Love
Love

is
is
is
is

a void in space where no light can escape
antimatter. When in contact with matter cause extreme energy transference
a wormhole that leads nowhere
for those who want to escape reality

Love
Love
Love
Love
we.

believes in something that is just not there
cares neither for the tangible nor the practical
is a never-ending circle that feeds on itself
is a belief that no matter what people may say that you and I will always make

as hopeless as me ever being the next man on the planet Mars
as fleeting as trying to catch the wind
as meaningful as a conversation between star-struck lovers on a moonlit night
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What Is Nice? (My thoughts On the Subject)
Strolling on a moon-lit beach
Gentle kisses in the night
Hold someone close to you
Standing in the rain
Being drenched by God’s favor
White sands of the West Indies
The sound of reggae music while sitting in the shade on the beach in Jamaica
Good food, good friends, and good times
Having long conversations with someone who cares about what you think
Having someone who appreciate you for what you do
Someone that encourages you on when you reach the end of your rope
Someone that holds it down while you are away
The pleasure of someone’s company
Coming home to a smile that greets you at the door
Coming home because there is no other place you would rather be
Morning breath for at least you are waking up to someone
Showering together
Gentle foot massages
Seeing your face as I rise to meet the day
Greetings of joy
Friends checking up on you
Know someone else appreciates that fact that you are alive
The small of a woman’s back
The curves that makes up a woman
Laughter is very nice
Eating popcorn while watching a move in the comfort of your own home
Sleeping all day, on the weekends, for you now have the time to do absolutely nothing
Back scratches, I just love back scratches
Not always having to be in control
When people you know trust you
Not taking everything so seriously
Having fun because you can
Making music and having people feeling what you have done
Making plans for if you fail to plan, you plan to fail
Knowing that everything is in order
Not having to search for things you put down in the house
Having a life plan
Achieving your goals in life
Having all your needs met
The unconditional love that I get from my children
Life without need and poverty
Living in the light of God
To be judged by the content of my character instead of the color of my skin
When others see that I have a big heart
The ability to take care of my family
Knowing that you have a home to come home to
To be able to live up to my goals
Knowing love; for if you know not love you know not God, for God is love
Knowing that the greatest love of all is the love of God
Knowing that there is a better place for all who believes
Knowing that you don’t have to be in church to know God
Knowing that spirituality brings people together while religion pulls people apart
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Knowing that there is only one God that happens to go by many names
Knowing that a name is man’s way of identifying what he believes he thinks he knows
Understanding; what difference does it make to know all, but not knowing what to do
with it
Having loving parents for they are the role models to how your relationship might turn
out
To love and be loved in return
I could go on and on for days, but you get the point
Wilfred Mellers
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What is the color line?
What is the color line?
Can you walk across it? I think not.
Do you need a passport to enter or leave it?
Will I need a visa, and how many days can I stay if I get the permission to embank?
Does it have a borderline?
How wide is this line, and how deep are its seas?
What will happen if I enter without a writ of invitation?
Do I have to be announced?
Is it special clubs in which only members are allowed?
Is it a special place where only a selective few may participate?
Where is this color line, and how can I reach it?
The color line is places deep whiten the darkest part of the subjugations heart.
It’s a place where differences will not be tolerated.
If you do not look like me, walk like me, talk like me, and act like me then you are not
welcomed here.
It is a place where only Anglo-Europeans can endeavor to become more.
It’s a place where if you cross you may not return from intact.
It’s a place of aggression, resentment, gratefulness, envy, and jealousy.
The color line cannot be seen nor can it be heard, but it can be felt.
The color line is a wall that cannot be breached by any normal means.
There is no way around or over it.
The strong-arm enforcer of the color line has allies in high and low places.
They cluster together as if they were flies hovering over a beast of burden’s compost.
Wilfred Mellers
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What is the Color of love?
Written by: Wilfred C. Mellers Monday, February 12,2007
I have dated different people before and the one thing that I have found out is that we
all want the same thing. To love and be loved, to be understood and appreciated, to
be valued as a human being, and to be respected as a couple.
It doesn’t matter who you are or where you come from.
What matters the most is what is on the inside.
Trust doesn’t come with a color
Honesty doesn’t come with a color
Commitment doesn’t come with a color
Hope doesn’t come with a color
Sharing doesn’t come with a color
Faith doesn’t come with a color
Sacrifice doesn’t come with a color
Wanting doesn’t come with a color
Despair and loneliness doesn’t come with a color
Unfaithfulness doesn’t come with a color
Longevity doesn’t come with a color
Caring doesn’t come with a color
Wanting to be with someone doesn’t come with a color
Spending your life with someone doesn’t come with a color
Giving oneself doesn’t come with a color
Sharing values doesn’t come with a color
If all these things don’t come with a color, then why do we look at the superficial than
the substance of love? It doesn’t matter who you are with but that you are with
someone that loves and cares for you. That someone that will be there for you in your
darkest hour of need is what that is important. We train our kids to look at the
differences that we have than look at the content of ones character. We all belong to
the human family and this is what makes us the same. We are all like flowers
blooming in a great garden we call earth. We come in many different colors, shades,
and styles. What makes us different is what makes us the same. A bee doesn’t care
about the color of the flower only that the nectar is sweet.
You my friend are sweet nectar that blooms only for awhile just to disappear till time
again to bloom. Cherish the differences that make us all human. A color is nothing
more than just that; a color.
Wilfred Mellers
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What Women Wants?
Written by: Wilfred Charles Mellers Tuesday, April 1,2008
Women say they are looking for a nice guy
But yet they always pass me by
Is it that they don’t try?
Or is it that I am an ugly guy, why?
Is it that glassy look upon my face?
Do you feel you have to use your mace?
Am I an alien not of this earth?
Or is it that I am from foreign birth?
I am not the devil’s seed
But I just might be what you need
See me, I am the shadow on the wall
I am not too thick and not too tall
Honest, faithful, loyal I have always been
Your heart is the prize I want to win
I may not be the knight in armor
I know I’m not like your former
Inconsiderate friend and Lover
They were always under cover
In dark alleys they creep
Night is not when vampires sleep
Searching for that panty meat
Flesh not vegetables they want to eat
On hollowed ground they can’t place there feet
In sacred places they can’t take a seat
That never invested the time they spent
Flowers they never sent
Promises they never meant
Out of your life quickly they went
The shadow in the dark yet still I must be
An ordinary man not much to see
Someone that will have arms open wide
Someone that will always be by your side
To break your heart is not too smart
For I will keep your best interests in heart
You can choose to keep walking by
But you would’ve missed one last nice guy
Wilfred Mellers
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Why are butterflies free?
A butterfly goes thru one of lives greatest metamorphoses.
It starts its life as a caterpillar going thru life eating and waiting for that moment to
begging its life’s journey. It cocoons itself until it is ready for its last steps in life.
Spring forth from its cocoon, it frees itself and flies off into the light. It is its begging
and ending all at the same time.
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It

doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t
doesn’t

care
care
care
care
care
care
care
care
care
care
care
care

about what the future brings
about lesser things
about the rain
about the pain
about where it belongs
about a silly love songs
about right or wrong
about the road being to long
if the sun sets in the east
about war and piece
about the world in helter skelter
about a warm shelter

It has no idea about mass destruction
For that takes too much contemplation
For politics it has no reaction
It needs no constitution
Just being is its satisfaction
It looks to no one for absolution
No homeland for repatriation
It has no skin for condemnation
It has no time for recreation
It has no room for damnation
A butterfly lives its life like there is no tomorrow
For a butterfly there is no tomorrow
A butterfly just wonders the earth sapping up life as it goes by
It owes nothing to anyone
Fly butterfly, fly and be free
Be free to be free
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Why Do I Write
I write from my sadness
I write from the madness
I write because I have something to say
I write to pass the day
I write only from the heart
I write for sometimes I am not that smart
Whatever is in head just comes out on paper (in this case a word document) , and I go
with the flow
Write to let my mind go
I
I
I
I
I
I

follow my hand to where ever it takes me
write all the things that I can see
write when I am happy, but not as much
write from my heart that you can touch
write because I’d go insane
am driven to write quell my pain

At times I feel alone so I write what I am feeling
I write for it is self-healing
Confident not so I write it all away
I write and write to pass the day
I write to comfort my soul that cries out in the night
I write for love is always out of sight
I write so I don't have to cry any more
I write for I have no one to adore
I write so someone somewhere will hear my plea
I write for someone is out there for me
I am lost and I the clown
I write to turn my frown upside down
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

write to embrace the sadness I hide inside
write with my heart opened wide
write to silence the ghost
write for I’ve been let down by the one I loved the most
write through the stormy weather
write for I am light as a feather
am not a writer nor am I a poet
write for the grief I do know it

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

will write until I draw my last breath
write because I'll die a lonely death
have to write for strangers delight
write because I have to write
write for my own happiness
write to relieve my stress
write because I have no other choice
write as if I was writing a letter
write because I can’t do any better
write because I am afraid not to
write for this is what I do
write for I give a damn
write just because I am
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Why So Many Questions
Why
Why
Why
Why

does the moon shine at night
does sunshine gives us light
in the night dogs bark
am I so afraid of the dark

Why
Why
Why
Why

won’t you be my friend
must it all come to an end
are roses red and violets blue
is justice never due

Why
Why
Why
Why

in Africa there’s always a drought
is my hair falling out
do birds have to sing
can’t I have everything

Why
Why
Why
Why

don’t I feel the love joy can bring
did I never have a summer fling
does it always have to rain
must people feel so much pain

Why
Why
Why
Why

are broken hearts so hard to mend
is steel so hard to bend
do people push and shove
do fools fall in love

Why
Why
Why
Why

can’t I remember
thirty days pass September
does the Sun have to set
is water so damned wet

Why
Why
Why
Why

do people have to deceive
do people have to grieve
won’t any one saves me a seat
is there not enough to eat

Why
Why
Why
Why

do people have to live on the street
don’t they have shoes on their feet
is my hair never neat
can’t I escape the summer’s heat

Why
Why
Why
Why

glass shatters when it hits the ground
does the world turn around
there’s not enough love to be found
do pitchers stand on a mound

Why
Why
Why
Why

does my bankbook show my wealth
don’t I care about my physical health
do idiots wants to rule the earth
charge more than an item is worth

Why does gold mean so much
Why have I lost my tender touch
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Why is plutonium so radio active
Why am I not more attractive
Why
Why
Why
Why

is Jay Leno so damned chinny
are super models so damned skinny
have some lost their humanity
are we so obsessed with vanity

Why
Why
Why
Why

don’t people love themselves
aren’t they real wood elves
do I always look for more
am I such a money whore

Why
Why
Why
Why

is my foot sweaty and it stinks
are snitches such rat finks
do people shop at the mall
does some have to sit next to me in a stall

Why
Why
Why
Why

am I always last in line
do they say “everything will be fine.”
can’t I ever stop and unwind
don’t I have a nicer behind

Why
Why
Why
Why

are there barbarians at my gate
with others I can’t relate
am I here, is this a mistake
so many questions for goodness sake

Why? Because it is what it is: p
Wilfred Mellers
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WINTER FADES TO SPRINGTIME
Winter Fades To Springtime
Written by: Wilfred Mellers, Sunday, October 25,2009 @ 11: 22 AM
Birds sing their songs but for others
Children pine away for their mothers
Fools fall in love and think it’s cool
Beside me sits an empty bar-stool
Such heartache and pain
I can't stand the rain
In anguish naked I stand for all to see
Yet no one can see me
Minstrel, jester, and the class clown
Tears fall like waterfalls till I drown
Weeping and wailing yet I make not a sound
Brown are my leafs on the ground found
O' dear God hear my plea
No one is there any more for me
Someone please rip my heart out I need it no more
Tear it out and throw it on the floor
These thoughts no longer I can ignore
No longer the gangster settling the score
My heart, my life, my soul, and all that I am feeling
Heart scorched needs plenty of healing
Looking forward to peace of mind
In this world no more can I find
These eyes of mine are now blind
This world has been so unkind
Take me away to another place and time
Where mountains no longer I climb
Wedding bells no longer chime
Winter fades to springtime
Wilfred Mellers
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Woman
I would climb the highest mountain to speak with you my swami
You are seer and knower of all things great and small
Your knowledge and understanding has no boundaries
Your intellect is only surpassed by your beauty and charm
Queen of my heart and princess of the earth
You are the mother of humanity and the barer of fruits
Thru your manifestation you bring forth life
You are the queen of all things and the mother of humanity
Muse of my soul and the captain of my ship
I shall build you a garden house so I can reach you at my whim
Your sense of style and taste captures your spirit within
Fly me away so I can come on down to your sandy shores
In your red dress, you dress to impress
For everything I do you are always on my mind
I dream a dream of being in your arms forever
A heavenly bliss that any man would die for
To taste your lips of cherry wine would be intoxicating
I would drink until I was fully inebriated
I would swim in your waters until I drown in your love
Your earthly brown tones I dream of embracing me
Your laughter brings joy to my moody day.
You must be an arsonist for you set my soul on fire
High on a throne you should be seated for I am only a jester at your side
You bring so much levity that sparks my humorous side
You are my beauty queen and I a mere minstrel at your periphery
You are a rare beauty a treasured fine that is one of a kind
My nimble fingers can not construct the words to let you know how you make me feel
You are all that is good and pure in the world
Some say pure as the driven snow but I say pure as the first humans to walk this earth
Ask of me what you will for I will die trying to comfort you
Your sultry sense is not a state of being but a state of mind
Dance my tiny dancer for the world will travel to your beat
Dance to your own music for some just don’t get you
Your colors are warm and they bring comfort to the eyes
How does one construct words to explain how you make me feel
Sweet Sensuous words of my true feelings
Words that will sway you in my way
Word that would captivate your heart from the start
To live a life of servitude with you would be a dream come true
You are a Goddess to be worshiped
You are more than any mere mortal can comprehend
The utterance of your angelic voice brings shivers down my spine
I can not rest until we converse again
When I am sad you make me glad
You are the true love that I never had
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YOU AND THE NIGHT
The air is electrified
The moon shines for me
Flowers now bloom
The night becomes cool
Life becomes overjoyed

My heart beats like a drum
My pulse races like a dragster
My skin begins to moisten
Heat ignites the fire

My passion burns
My eyes become cloudy
My vision blurs
My legs becomes unsteady
My feet will not keep me up any more

You are so far away
I want to draw you near
Longing for your embrace
Feeling the heat from your body
I break out in a cold sweat

My desire is to have you
You I obsess about
Can’t get you out of my mind
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You occupy my every thought
I need you more than life

You are my heart
You are my soul
You are the light
You are my universe
You are everything

I love your fragrance
I love the way you speak
I love the cloths you wear
I love the shoes on your feet
I love the styling of your hair

All I can see is you
You are my world
Without you there is nothing
There is no me without you
You are my destiny

I want to live inside your world
I want to see all that you see
I want to hear all that you hear
I want to know all that you know
I want to feel all that you feel
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I can’t sleep any more
I can’t eat any more
I won’t live if you are not alive
I want no other but you
You are my true love

On turbulent seas you are the calm
Your love will keep me afloat
You are the shining beacon in my night
Your love brings me to safer shores
With you I feel a thousand feet tall

I want to swim in your ocean
I want to dive into your seas
I want to drown in your love
I want to be swallowed whole by you
I want you to consume me entirely

I want to breathe only your air
I want to be suffocate by your love
I want to draw my last breath knowing your love
If my world ends, I want you by my side
And when I pass my last vision will be of you
Wilfred Mellers
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YOU ARE # 3
You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

a ray of hope on a cloudy day
the rhythmic beat that makes my body move in a strange way
the sunshine that dries up all the rain
the song that I want to hear again and again

You are the dream that when I wake I have a smile on my face
You are the stage for my emotions to showcase
You’re more beautiful than any landscape far or near
You’re more complex than words from William Shakespeare
You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

as pure as the white sands on a West Indian beach
as ripe as a Georgia peach
the mountain's majesty that takes my breath away
the gleam in a child's eyes on Christmas day

You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

the joy felt on the birth of newborn babies
a precious find no ifs, buts, or maybes
the heavens above vast and infinite
my strawberry covered with chocolate

You
You
You
You

are the breath of live and my oxygen
bring be back from the nether region
are the spark that lit the fuel to the sun
are vivacious, alluring, and a sexy vixen

You shine brighter than the stars in the sky
You are truly hotter than hottest day in July
You are the flame that burns evermore
Your love is the rain that I would stand in a downpour
You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

the heat that warms my winter nights
an angel dancing in candlelight
as pure as the spring waters of Jamaica
enticing my tantalizing little Geisha

Your sheen shines bring for all to see
You are everything near and dear to me
You are the sweet melody that brings music to my ears
You are a love song that brings me to tears
Your loves is a banquet and I the hungry to be fed
You are the full moon that shines over my head
You are the wind that fills my sails
You are life and all that it entails
Wilfred Mellers
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YOU ARE II
You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

more beautiful than sunset on Waikiki beach
so pleasing to the eyes that my soul cries out tears of joy
like the dawn that brings on a new day
like the dew makes the flowers grow each morning

You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

as pure as the white sands of the Caribbean
like a starlit night in Negril Jamaica
as beautiful as the birds of Panama
as gentle as the flowers that blooms in a secret garden

You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

mother earth and I a son of your creation
like the moon that lovers gaze upon
the light that shines through the great void in space and time
the beauty that cannot be denied nor summarized

You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

all things great and small
the source that mere mortals cannot resist
the sun that brings life to the heavens
everything and everything is you

You are like a waterfall that its mist gently flows over my body
I would surrender my all for just one moment in your arms
I would spend every waking moment worshiping your grace
No pedestal could be high enough for you to sit upon
By your command men would lay down their very lives for you
Just hearing your voice sends men into frenzy
Just one word brings joy into this world
You are a living dream come to life incarnate
If you were a dream I would spend my life sleeping
I would never wake to face a day without you in it
I would stay comatose until a kiss from your lips sends me flying
You mean more than words could ever coherently be spoken
You are the embodiment of what a woman should be
There is no place I would rather be with than right by your side
Cuddling with you as like paradise taken twice fold
In all things I would put you first
You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are

more glamorous than any gown designed by Christian Dior
more fabulous than any diamond set upon Angelina Jolie’s finger
more precious that black pearls found of the shores of Tahiti
the spark that sets the world aflame

You are the nectar carried by the bees that is the delicacy of the gods
You are like the fabric of life worn to perfection
Sweet, filling, and delightful for you are life’s dessert
I will serve you humbly till time fades away
Wilfred Mellers
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